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DEADWOOD DIOK AS ABOY;
Or, Why Wild Ned Harris, the New England Fa.rm-lad, Became the Western l'rince of the Roiui.
BY EDWARD L . WHEELER.

t>eadwoQd Dlck as a Boy.
suit him without challenging the olfender a
fight it out.
Of all the boys wbo attended the er.bool,
nearl:v all were sons of rich or at least well-toOR,
do families, and ntoved in tha best social circles.
Wily Wild Ned Hnrri s, tl1e New Eng· Conl!equently, they deemed Ned Harris their
inferior, and took every occasion tQ make him
land l'11rm-la1l, bee a me the Westfeel their superiority.
For it was no matter of secret that Ned and
e1 n Prilice~1f the Uond.
Anita were adopted children, and the general
B.Y E. L. WHEELEH,
opinion was that they were foundlings from the
·
poor-bouse.
AUTB'OR OF 'l'BE '' Dft:AOWOOD DlCK NOVELS."
'It was not seldom, therefore, that Ned had ·
made of
fun
I.
and
face,
bis
CHAPTER
"_beggar" throw_n in
him because he was Harris's cowboy.
HO W Nf,;D DIDN'T GE'l' J,EF'r.
N evertbeless, the Harrises were kind to him
Few characters have obtained a wider notorlety than the famous Deadwood D1ck,~hose and he did not mind the insults and slights e~
although the older of these aristocratit
much,
daring exploits touched nearly every Western
mining cantor, and whose record. contains many boys never ~ave him a chance to forget his d""
a thrilling ·!Xperience from boybood to man- pendent position.
Th~re ware balr a dozen youths of . poorer
hood, when through a force of circumstances be
became outlawed and hunted as a "prince of fam1hes, .however, who sided~in with Ned, st
he was not alone; they generally played
that
undoubted
an
won
he
title
which
t.>
the road,"
together, being excluded from the "tony"
claim.
It is of thc1 younger days of this extraordinary scholars' society and sports, and while they
personage t hat we propose to treat in this sketc!l s~uck by him and never deserted him, Ned Har·
of his even ,l'uJ career; of his after-life, up to r1s was not the boy to-go be.ck on them because
date, much is known and has been written, so they were poor, even at the risk of being $&
that we hava no need to encroach upon his later verely thrashed by tbe crusty old professor, Dr.
l'1·ake, whose greatest comfort in life seemed U
.
record.
Beset witl1 ill-luck and strange fortune com- be in punishing bis pupils and in tali;ing snuj
vigorously after each chastisement. mingled, th .. youthful history of Ned Harris
It is probable that his tormentors would not
may not pr<ve uninteres~ing or unprofitable to
those who cm profit by the moral which such a have had ~he same antipathy toward Ned Bar·
ris, bad his scholarly talents been in keeping
li!e invariat ly teaches.
with his position in life. To have.a lad so much
beneath them in social rank step to the fl'ont
staid
Edward l £arris ca!Ile, it is stated, of e.
old New E1 gland family-farmers-who were and win triumph after triumph over them in
devout and exemplary Christians of the old their own studies, was gall and wormwood to ,
them.
1chool.
Among the meanest boys in school was one
- They workeq llard and industriously through
the week, bi.t when the Sabbath came all wo.-k ,Augustus Fitz Port~ the son of the mo~yed
was laid asi•le, aud things bad to be quiet and man and banker of Windham, A&ron Porter.
Gus Porter, as he was commonly known, waa
orderly, am each service b-.d to be attended at
all that was selfish, conceited, mean and spitethe village c !:mrc,h.
Although peo1,>le of no pretensions whatever, fu1; every school has its meanest boy, whose
and of the v 3ry plainest dress, the Harris fo.m- forte seems to be the disagreeable, sarcastic and
lly owned c 11e of the largest, finest ~nd best- 1>verbeari11g, and Gus Porter reigned in that re'
s tocked farns adjacent~o the village of Wind- spect.
. A tall, sleuder youth of fifteen be was, who
ham, and w•·r1i cousidered very wealthy.
a hot-house,
in
up
•grown
had
he
if
as
looked
It will b" remembered by tbe readers of
Dead wood I ick's after life (in BEADLE'S HALF- with pale face and sharp features, to which ever
DIME LmRAJ 1Y) that h0 was not the own cl'ild clung an expression indicating his _irritable and
of the Harri ies, but an 11.dcpted one, as also was disagreeable nature; a lad who always wore th&
bis sister .AJ ita; but , we propose to take him, costliest clothes and best iewelry, and who was
not as an a~,>pted son, and follow up his career an authority atnong bis d!isociates on all mat' from his ela renth year, at which time he first ters pertaining to their youthful sports and
began to de1 elop.some of those traits which be- pastimes, simply because he was the son of the
1·ichest man in town.
came life ch:1racteristioa.._
1
With all the strength or his mean nature he
The Harri> es bad no other children, and had
declared Ned and Anita should be as tlieir own seemed to bate Ned Harris, who was by all odds
a better scholar, and better-looking, despite
and inherit 1be property after them.
At the age of eleven he was one of ·the most the fact that his attire was of the plainest order.
As to be out of tbe· graces of Augustus Flta
advanced sc 'iolara.,gf his age in tbe Windbam
1cbool, and was tbe envy of not a few of his P;irter meant the loss of a great many social ad·
to t.he boys, they were obliged to fol•
vantages
j
and
lesqon,
a
missed
never
he
for'
'Classmapes1urpassed th JSe who w•~re older than himself.
low. I.tis lead in all ~hings, and most es1:ecially
He was a sturdy, agile lad, possessed of good agam4 Ned Hanis, whom Porter spitefully
health; was always to the fore in all school -day call~d Hog Harris, and other pet names.
B(>Orts, and often a participant in school-day
Had he been some other boy, Ned would have
disagreements, for htt had e. temper of his own,
Uld would not allow &JU' ~ne to run o'i"er or ia- complained to the professor, but that was not his nature, He made tt .,..CJ<Ji!!t (.<J mec;t <iittl<;cu·
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Deadwood Dick Ml a Bo)".
r'81 u 1lest be could, without asking favors of
uiy one, and be did it-a trait which became a
nhilracteristic in after life.
The summer term ol school at the academy
"as to end, for a vacation, on the same day
Sbahaw Ned eleven years of age, Ji,. prize of a
handsome gold waooh had been offered by a
philanthropic gentleman from Boston1 who was
•topping in the town, to that scholar whose
record in studies and deportment ltood the best
for the term.
Of course there was eircitement throughout
the community as the day of closing exercises
drew near, fo;r every scbQlar imagined be ought
to Ue entitled. to the prize, and every family
thought their representative son would surely
ret it.
To the well-to-do ~lementhit was not so much.
the value of the watch as t e honor in winning
the gift of the Bostonian, who was a man of
considerable importance.
Eager that their sons should stand well, the
1everal mammas thereof made calls upon the
Honorable Mr. Lyon, to inform him of the
1martness and numerous vfrtues of their off1pringsi of course Mr. Lyon would do everything tnat was fair and discreet-he was so
noted for his excellent judgment, etc., etc.
And the village tailor bad his bands full in
manufacturing new suits for the young gentry
who were hopeful of winning the prize.
M.r. Lyon, by the way 1 was a keen student
of nature; he saw that bis proposal was begin·
aing to create a jealousy and rivalry among the
older as well as the younger people. Therefore,
he had it announced that by ,p. change of deci1ion, the prize would be awarded to the scholar
whose scholarly and deportment roll stood the
highest, and who should write al)d deliver the
best closing address-the merit of the addresses
to be considered together with the records of
the scholars. .
This caused a profound sensation, and by the
majority of the Windhamites, was CODiidered
fair; for it gave chance for the scholars t-0 compete in the way of composition, as an offset
against their records, should they be def!.cient.
Of course the heads of familiPs were put togetber to assist in manufacturing thfli most
scholarly and artistic effusion, so t6at it was
really a village rather than an academic contest, had the truth been known.
Ned Harris kept bis own counsel, and said
nothing to any one. If lie bad an idea of enrering the contest, no one was the wiser for it.
Even old Uncle Josiah Harris did not hear of it
until he went to town, and when be returned
home, at nightfall, be sought Ned, who was
out milking.
An honest plain old-Yankee, was Uncle
,Jo.iah, and be liked Ned ii'well as though he
bad been bis own son.
"See here, Ned," he said, "they tell me a
Bosting cbap, called Lyon, bas offered a prize
fer the best composition.. an' record on the last
day o' scbool,-an' it's a mighty fine gold watch
too. I seen it up at the post-office."
"Yes, there is such a pri11:e to be given to the
c:iiolar who has the best roll, and writes the
best composition," Ned repliedl with a 11od.
"Ot oouree Gut Porter will aet t.." ·

•

"Now I'll bet tbe old llOn"lll mare on lttUncle Josh declared. "You're jest as smart
as Porter's boy, and et would do me a P<>werful
pile o' good to see that upstart bea~. Don't ye
think ye can put ' in yer best lickll, boy, and

winr'

"I guelll! I can try," Ned replied, "though
yon know influence goes a good way1."
"Of course, boy; but brains double W.
counts it. It 'pears that Aaron Porter know1
this Bosting chap an' has been trying to get Gui
a position in the Bosting feller's employ; and
offered to bet the Bosting chap that bis Gus is the
1IDartest boy in the Windham school. So this
Lyon takes him up, and comes on to test the
matter by offering the prize. Ef Gus gits beat
they say bis father will part with a snug sumo1
money."
Ned listened, a spirit of rivalry entering bit
eyes.
"If I'm not mistaken, I stand as good a show
on the roll as Gus Porter, and I'd like to beat
him, 'cause he counts himself so big."
"Well, neow, jest y;ou put in yer best licks,
boy," Uncle Josh said, "and if you scoop tbe
socks off of that Porter upstart, PU buy you a
ne~boat for the river, providin' you won't go
a-fl.ell.in' any more on Sunday."
And then the old gent limped off.
Ned spent an extra lon_g time in milking that
night, and cogitating. He was pretty sure he
could make a good struggle for the prize; but
when he came to look at bis rather rough garments it disc'O uraged him, for he was consciouR
that the elite of Windham would attend the
closing exercises, and the comparison between
his shabby clothes and the other boys' elegant
attire would excite pretty open comment from
those of the villagers who looked down upon
him with envy.
Still, he..could not ask Uncle Josh to get him
better clothing; that was something be had
never done, always patiently awaiting the old
farmer's motion.
Should he let bis pride interfere with an attempt to win a l'ictory over those who considered themselves above himf
Nol he would study and strive to win I
The next afternoon the examination was to
take place, and the prize to be awarded.
So, that night, be went to town and pm·chased some writing paper on which to indite
bis composition with a dime he bad found thi.'
day in the road.
_
As he was coming out of the village booketore, he came face to face with Gus Porter an.f
10veral of bis cronies.
"Hello I" Porter cried~eeringly. "There"1
our country rustic, Hog Harris. I say, Hog, te
you going to compete for ~e prizef I see yu
have been investing beavil,Y in stationerv."
"Yes-he's going to write a poem," anoth1~
boy laughed, "and call it 'The CowboJ '1
Breath; or, Brains Bred in a Barn."
"Or an essay on chickens and goslin~. n
chimed in a third.
"Of course I We shall have to take on
smelling-salts with us in order tha' we may I e
eas\)y revived if we should be overpowered lj
the pauper's eloquence."
Ned flushed, and a spirit of resentment 1hoM
from hill e.vea.

I

I

•

Deadwood Dick !'ti

&

Bo7•

"Yon m as mncb of a panpeT as i am. Gus tonk bis new suit under bis arm and went dOW11
Porter!" be cried, "and as for "'hat tllfse 9tber into the woods, a mile from the farm-house,
boys say I don't care, as they're only weak· where the river was clear and deep and furkneed boobi os, who are subject.,to your tyranny. nished an excallent place for bathing.
'You'll keep on with your imults t ill I tbra•h
Leaving both his new and his old garment.
you again, 1s I did last winter. You know I upon the high bank, he was goon In the warm
can do it, tc o, if I am y ounger tha n you."
stream enjoying that sport so dear to the heart
"You liE! You never wh ipped me," the - ol every boy-swimming-little dreaming tbat
banker's sor cried, hotly. "1 merely gave in, enemies bad laid a trap ivr bis discomfiture.
es I didn't want my name disgraced by being
After finishing his bath, he emerged from the
li nked with t. ~mmon farm hoy's. I am a gen- water in his overall bathing-suit, only to distleman's so: 1, and I never fight, except with cove r that both bis suitS of cJotbes were gone.
weapons."
Tbinking it a trick of one of the farm-bands,
"Pbewl J'll bet you'd run. at sight of a ple- he searched diligently around in the woods hr
tol/' Ned re )lied. "As I aln too much of-a man the vil'ioity of the stream, but could lind noth·
to nandy words with a peevish, ill-bred rowdy, ing of ettber his old or his new clothing.
Finally he sat !lown, tired and mad.
I'll bid you . ~ood·evenipg."
He was too plucky tQ cry over such' a misAnd with a cool courtesv. young Harris
walked off, eaving the banker's son and his cro- fortune, even though he felt vexed enough to
nies in a pa.1sion.
enioy a good cry.
·
' I'll bet Gus Porter has had a hand in this,"
"'That fe 1t>r's going to win the prize," Tom
Maxwell sai:l. "He stands nearer perfect than be muttered, with a knowing gleam in bis eye.
any boy in school, and .b.e's good at compoei· "He's just mean enough to do !!Uch a trick to
keep me away from the examination."
tioi:."
" Never!" Gus Porter gritted. "I t~ll yon,
The more he considered, the more positive he
bo[.s, that v1tgab1md. shall not win tbe<prizel"
became that he was the victim of a plot of
'I don't rne bow you're ~oing to help your- young Porter's creation.
self," Joe Islay declared. ' We can't stop the
What was to be donet
bol. from co rnpeting."
.
It was an all-important question to him, for
'But we ,:an, though," Porter growled. "I'll when he came to calculate the time since he had
tell you wba r, is what, boys, and it will pay you left the farm-house, he knew it must be already
noon.
Ii sten to me."
.
And so tho boys prepared t;Q_give audience to . It was two miles to the academy, and the
their leader.
afternoon closing exercises were to begin at
"You see " Porter went on, •·the old man's sharp one o'clock.
~ot a big bet \lP that I 'm to be the winner, and
With an exaspe:mting CTJ, he arose and reif be wins h·i's going to give me the dollars to newed the search.
go to the Th )usand Islands on. .Now, you boys
If he failed to find bis clothes, should he ito
can help me out with a scheme where by I can In his scanty bathing-suit, at all hazards? Or
win, and I'D give you an X apiece. Your vale- should he give up all hope of winning the prize,
dictories ne.id not be especially brilliant, and and go home for repairs?
mine will bt• great. Then we'll lay a trap to
He was busy turning these thoughts over In
prevent Han is from getting to the examination his mind, as he wandered about, when h~
In time, and as a consequence rn be declared reached a muddy, ewampy lot, and spied hi1
wioner. Do you agree!"
new suit lying upon the ground. ·
"Of course," Islay r~sponded. "Ten dollars
On nearer approach he perceived, to his iTl·
Isn't picked u p every day, and we're with you, dignation, that they were utterly: ruined.
nea1·t and ha.nd.
_ __
,T hey had first been literally slit and torn wit.l
some sharp instrument, and then had been dip
Ned HarriHwent home, more determined than ped in tlie muddy rust-water of the awamp, and
llVer to score a v.ictory over hill tormentors, if the mud plastl'red upon them.
lt lay in his power.
For a minute or so Ned was epeecbless with
ln the gacret of the old farm-house he had ~nger; but °his great.1st disappointment came
a sort of a studio Wld work-shop combined, and when he searched the pockets, and found thai
in this he spent the long -hours of that night In his valedictory had bean stolen.
study and writing.
.
He was so indignant and astcnished, that he
When morning dawned and the breakfnst- could not give vent to bis feelings, in words, fot
born blew, he laid aside his pen and had the ·ad- some time; then it was only in a decision chardress done to his satisfaction.
acteristic of the boy.
Immediately after• breakfast Uncle Josh
"I'll be blamed if I'm beat, yeti" he cried,
brought from a clo,,ct a handsome :ouit of clotbes1 with flashing eyes. "If they take me for a 'gotwith bat, boots and everything complete, anu left'-er, they'll soon find out the difference.''
gave them t o astonished Ned:And with this declaration, he proceeded t<1
"Take 'em, boy; they'll make ye l~k as good dress himself up in his ruined garments.
as any o' the boys. Mebbe it's a woddly tbing · A most s9rry-looking specimen of humanity
fer me to d o, but I want to s~e l_0 scoop the he wa , when once arrayed, but there was a
- 1ocks off fro,n that boy o' Porter s who sassed shrewd, resoJUte twinkle in his eyes. that made
me t-ne day Hn' slung stones at me.'1
him look really handsome, despite the filthy and
Vf ith ma1o;r thanks Ned received them, and muddy condition of his clothing.
now felt jubilant, for he knew bis attire would
As soon as he was dressed, he set out for the
be equal to t hat of any boy in W indbam.
village as rapidly as possible, feeling by no
~ter &ll She for11DOOD'1 work wu clone. he meam comfortable. bu• r810lute in hill 1>url><*

'°
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of letting it be known the trick that bad been
pl~yed on him, even if he failed to win tbe
pr111e.
__

I

I

I
CHAPTER II.

A SHREWD SUSPICION.

IT a unnec,eSS!!fY to state that Ned H11rris got
the watch, while the exercises broke up in great
The gathering that afternoon at the academy confusion, the Porter element of the assemblage
was large, the ez.ite of the village beiag pr omi- beating a hasty and indignant retrent, and taknently represented, and there was a bustle of 1 ing the guilty ones wit h them, t heir prid&
excitement among the assemblage so anxious to greatly humiliated.
know who was to be entitled to the Boston genThe watch was not all that Neil received.
tleman's gift, which was really an elegant rr'he Honorable Mr. Lyon handed hi m. with the
alfair.
watch, a fifty-dollar note, and bis card, saying:
At promptly one o'clock the sebool was-0alled "My lad, I have more admiratio11 for your
to order and the roll called.
grit and your talent than I can ex press, and
Ned ihrris and Gua Porter were absent, and should you ever come to Boston, I shall be
IO in arranging the programme of valedictories, pleased to see yoii." .
they were placed last on the list.
And after that, Ned never saw his friend
Porter, attired in the bight of fashion, soon 1 from Boston again.
after entered, and then the roll of hon or was · With the fifty dollars be purchase·I himself a
read, to the eagerly listening spect ators.
neat, but less costly, suit of clothes, and had
Fit:1: Augustus Porter's mention came last but some money left.
one, and his r ecord excelled: any of hill olllssThat nightLAaron Porter drove Clown to the
mates with one excep tion.
Harris farm- ouse, and was overwill: ng to settle
Edward Harris, said Dr. Drake, was the only tor bis son's" boyish mischief," as b•i termed it.
1Lttendant of the Academy who stood wholly
"We are all liable to errors, you know," he
perfect in excellence in studies, honorable de- added, patronizingly.
portment during school hours, and regular at"Yas; I know we a.ire," answE1red Uncle
temlance, which, considering that Master Ha rris Josh, for once, in his anger, forgetting bis
resUed over two miles out of town, aud spent Christian precepts.
hia 1iut-of-scbool hours in work, entitled him to
"This error, as ye call it, will co<t ye ju:;t a
the high~t mention.
· hundred dollars, or your upstart you.ng-'un goer
S1msat~n I
Murmurs, elevations of ·Doses, ter ther calaboose quicker'n thunder I"
and expressions of disgust, were on every band
Of course Aaron Porter paid t he demand,
pren.lent.
secretly congrat ulating himself that he could
Bnt order was called, and valedictory after avert further family disgrace so cheaply.
yaledictory was read.
From that day Ned was held in higher esteem
Hon. Mr. Lyon sat and listened, with a sober, by at least a few of those who had formPrly
thoughtful expression of countenance, but made snubbed him, for they were heartil y ashamed
no remark to show that be thought one valedic- of young Po'fter.
tory better than another.
But they wei;e destined not to ha~ e Ned long
UHtil Fitz Augustus Porter took the stand among 1hem, either to like or diS:ike. From
and began his address; then a - pleased expres- t~at day of bis ill-luck and good- luck, there
don came upon the Bostonian's face.
opened out and developed a series of rapid inciH was a fine composition, showing talent and dents that marked a busy life.
feel ing, couched in well chosen words; it was
It was during the summer vacation, one day,
&enl'o ld better and m ore approprtate than any- that an oily-faced individual, drov e up to t he
thht1g that bad been delivered before.
farm-house, and announced himself as Selden
And young Porter received the applause Rossitur, stating that he was buying up farm
wb1.cb followed his effort with a complacent produce atfd stock, for a firm in Bost.on, naming
bot:z.t~ling fully assured that victory was his. parties with whom Josiah Harris ·bad bad con.oo.aster Edward Harris not being present," siderable dealing.
be~n the professorSo, having some produce and stock to sell,
Hold up, a bit! I am here!" Ned cried, at the farmer at once drove a bargatn with the
this juncture, bursting into the room. "If you stranger, 11elliug him sixty dollars' worth, tot
please, professor, I was delayed and could not which Mr. Rossitur wrote out a check on the
ret here sooner, and, as I have lost my compo- Boston fl.rm.
lliti<Pll, I wish to have my name struck from the
"I'll write out a receipt," he said, p,roducing
eom petitive list."
a piece of blank pap!lr and a pencil, 'and yo11
"That is quite unnecessary, my lad," the can sign· it-just to show the firm, you know,
Honorable Mr. Lyon said, arising, 1111d smiling what I've bought of you."
at Ned's ridiculous appearance. "Ladies and
" This check Is good, I mpposef' uncle Josh
gentlemen, the address just read was composed demanded, ever careful, but not suspicious in
by I his lad. He went in bathing this forenoon, the present ~.
leal ing his clothing upon the ~hore. Soon af"Ohl certainly-good as lhe bank on which
ter, Master Porter here crept up and stole the it is drawn. I dare say you have 'I. bank ac•
gar111ents, and made off with them. Being a count in your town bank, where . ·ou can dechance witness to the act, I fc,llowed, and saw posit it or get it cashed, the firm being well
Porter and several confederates mutilate the known.'1
boy's clothing, as you now behold it, and Por"Yas, I do business over in P--, at thd
ter extracted Master Harris's valedictory, 's ay- Firf!t National. I guess it will be all right."
• Ing he would read it himself. Then I came
Rossitur wrote out the receirf-, but managed
away, keeping my own counsel, until this op- I to break off the point of DI JM!ncil jua u U.
9(>J'tUDity to 1hame the p,ilt'.f riTr;ll"
bi&hed the Jut worcl.

•
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- •• Ah I there-that'• too bad. Pencils are a
auis1mce. But, it don't matter;-I have a foun·
taia pen, here ;/ou can -just sign the receipt.
and tben I'll bi you good-day. You can hav~
the stuff over at P-- by a couple of days from
nowf"
"Yas. I'll take it over to-morrow," Josh an.
_1Wer!¥1, signing his name to. the receipt, in his
peculiar hand, and then bowing the agent out.
Now Ned bad been a witness to the whole
transaction, without saying anything, but as
to<>n as the agent was gone, he said:
" r ap, I'll bet a cookiR)'ou're sold I"
"Humph! how sof" Uncle Josiah growled
·
.,Didn't I get enough!"
''-Yes-too much,• Ned replied. "It I am
not mistaken, that check isn't worth a fig nor
Is tbat chap agent for - - & Co., of Bosto~.
Uncle Josh looked serious.
He bed ir-eat faith in Ned's judgment bar.
'
In~ found it ever reliable.
'It Dot, as you say, what's the infernal scala·
wag up, to, then, boyf He surely knowa I
couldn t ship the stuff to Bosting except be was
'
In P--, to receive it."
"That ain't bis game I" Ned replied excited·
before be
even
game,
bis
suspicioned
I
ly. "
left. That receipt was written in lead pencilyour name or signature, in ink, lawfully. How
easy to rub out the light pencil writing and
draw up a note in ink I Ten to one, if you go to
the bank to-morrow, you'll find a note of your
giving has just been brought in and you'll have
,
to pa:y it, tool"
J os1ab Harris leaped to his feet with an ejaculation of est.onisbment.
" Boy, you're right, and you're cliter than
Christmas!" he cried. "Jest you jump onter
Bay Billy, an' start fer P-- quicker'n seat an'
ef you ~et in ahead of that scamp, I'll let y~ go
to Bostmg to spend the F <'urtb."
Now N~ wante~ te do this very thing, but
th" promISe gave b1m no particular impetus for
he was ever ready to do anything for Uncle
J01:1h, as he was called, the county over
So putting on his best clothes ha~tlly, be
mounted Bay Billy, who had bee~ brongbt to
eh~ door, and was soon flying toward P-- ten
'
miles away.
There were two direct roads which led to the
town. Ros&itur had taken one, so Ned Harris
took the other.
In all that county, there was no better rider
than Ned, who seemed born t.o the saddle and
the horse he rode ead made a record of three
minutes, which was remarkable time in those
'ays.
A.ld less than three-quarters of an hour after
leaving home, Ned Harns stood in the First Na.
&ioual Bank of. P--, eager and breathl6811.
CHAPTER III.
FETCHING A. FORGO.

Tma bank casbier at once recognized Ned

having frequently seen him at the bank in com~
pany with Uncle Josh, and nodded, pleasantly
,. Well, Master Harris, you seem t.o be some'..
what flustered," he said, observingly. "Have
you been riding fastr•
" Well, I guess so," Ned replied, wiping_ th•
perspiration from his forehead. "Bay Billy
C$lio4ed ni• over trom home ill thne-QUartert .,,

an hour, and be didn'• n~eat a bRfi'. Hu a
note been presented here against; Josiah Harril,
~ayl"

"Not~ my knowledge, Master Harris," and
the cashier looked over some papers behind the
screen. "Nothing of that sort to-da:y sir."
"Well, tbai don't signify," Ned said, nothing
put out. " There's goin' to be a forged note
presenOOd here to-day, purporting to have been
drawn by him, and the one that presents it will •
want it cashed. I want you to refuse payment..
as it is a forgery, all except father's signature.•!
Theo Ned re!ate<;l about the drawing of the
receipt and bis suspicion that it was nothing
more tbau the opening key to a forgery."
"I should n ot be surprised if you were right ,.
the cashier, Mr. Brown, said. "You're a cute
one, at any rate, t.o have suspicioned such a
thing. Not one boy in a thousand would have
thought of it."
He then mentioned the matter to the president of the bank, who was an aged, whiteheaded gentleman, and who surveyed Ned
critically.
lf there ii
"Keep the lad here until we anything in it," be said. "I've heard of the
dodge before somewhere in the East, but not
around here.' 1
So Ned was given a seat behind the- screen
and handed some papers to look at while he
waited.
It lacked two hours of tbe time •hen the
bank closed up its daily business..._ so that there
was ample time tor Mr. Selden J:Wssitur t.o f.ut
in an appearance yet, which Ned was glad o .
In about an hour the " agent " entered the
bank and approached the cashier's window,
where he banded in a card.
"Rossitur-Selden Rossitur1 junior-partner
or - - & Co., Bost.on!" he 681.d, in a businesslike way.
"Ahl yes; happy to meet you, Mr. Rossitur,"
the cashier responded. " We ba ve bad some
dealings with your firm. Is there anything we
can do for you t.o-dayl"
"Well, yes--that is if you are agreeable,"
Rossitur answered, extracting a piece of paper
from bis pocket-book. " I took a note from an
old farmer back in the country, and be said I
could likely get ~t cashed here, where he did
business."
"What I Josiah Harrisr• the cashier said,
picking up the note, "and for a thousand dollars, tool Why, what's Harris been doing to
that exten r•
"Ohl I've been selling him a patent-right,
and not having a bank check by him, he wrote
out the note for thirty dar,s. I presume you've
no objections to cashing it--eay, give me nine
hundred dollars for it."
"I will '!Ille!" Mr. Brown said, stepping into
an adjoining apartment.
~ a few seconds be returned.
' Mr. Rossitur, it will be im~ble for us to
accowmodate you," he said, ' inasmuch as the
law wantl a man of about your size for !orgery I"
A.ud, even ae h\ spoke, Rossitur was seized
by a policeman from behind, and handcuffed.
"Hold on I What is the meaning of this out"'lier• the alleged Bost.onian cried, hotly.
lt me&n1 that I were too 11revioua for 7ou
_
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efTcumstance, Johnny!" Ned Harris cried,
emerging from behind the screen. "Jt's a cold
day when Josiah Harris gins thousand-dollar
notes for patent rights I"
/
So complete was the forger's astoni;;hment,
that he could not give vent to further expres1ion. as he was led out.
From that day Ned Harris became famous
all over the country, for the papers applaude~
him greatly for bis shrewdness in detecting anc\
arresting the fraud, and be was literally in
every one's mouth.
·
But it is ever so that when one's prospects
seem the brightest there is almost sw·e to come
some misfortune or ill-luck to blight them.
Good as bis word, Uncle Josh gave him a
goodly sum M pocket money 1 and bought him a
ticket for Boston1 that he might go and spend
the· Fourth of Jwy at the Hub.
·
Now Ned bad never been in a larger city than
P--, but be was satisfied that he could do
Boston without any trouble, having a good
deal of faith in bis ability to take care of himself.
But when be arrived in the city, Fourth of
July morn~, be found everything Vl:lry much
unlike what it wa-s in Windham and P--, and
a sense of loqeliness took possession of him as he
wandered about the staid city.
He bad forgotten the address of Mr. Lyon,
who bad befriended him, at the school contest,
and con.§!lf!uently knew no one in the whole big
town.
"During bis rambles be bought himself a walking-stick, as the brick and stone walks made bis
feet sore and legs weary.
Wiitbout noticing where be was going, be
wandered into one of the rough street.s of the
city, where a most villainously ragged and '
dirty set of mortals dwelt.
Children swarmed in the street, which was
filthy and Ill-smelling, and degraded and ·bleareyed mortals were seen in nearly every doorwar, for the most part into:x:icated.
' The sooner I get out of here, the better I'll
be oft'., I guess," Ned muttered, quickening bis
footsteps. "It's a hard den."
But he wa9 destined not to get out without
having trouble.
He came to where there was an evident family
light going on, "Upon the sidewalk in front of a
rickety old tenement.
An old red-nosed bummer lay stretched out
upon the sidawalk, either insensible or dead
drunk, while an aged and fragile-looking old
woman was fighting a burly young fellow with
a bull-dog countenahce, and on account of her
age and infirmity, was getting the worst of
the battle, for her eyes were blacked, an'd nose
' bloody.
Just as Ned came up, tbtl burly rough struck
b.er a terrible blow in the face that knocked her
l:>ack upon the door-steps.
Ned Harris was not used to such sights, and
It stung him to madness to see a woman abused
in this manner; so be sprung forward and con-'Tonted the young bully, with flashing eyes.
"For shame I" be cried, with a sternness'
older than his years. "Have you no manhood,
that you thus strike a weak old womlint"
Tlae YOWli: bUll;v. ala.red at Ned a moment. la

.,

evident astonfsbment as If at loss to nnderste.n4
how so young a lad as be dar.0 interlere.
"Hello I what business you got to lip in,
here," he cried, savagely. "Get 0·1t, you rat,
or I'll oarve you and throw r_e in th•l sewer I"
And drawing an ugly kmfe fron, under his
coat, he made a Junge at the boy.
"No you don't, my friend "Ned cried, leaping lightly to one side. "1111 thump yol!- oo
the bead for that."
And, quick as a flash he raised Ids walking
stick, and gave the- young ruffian E, rap beside
the bead that felled him to tbl) ground, inseusi·
ble-much to Ned's alarm, too, for he bad nut
intended to do this.
"Oehl bowly murtherl the young om!l.(lbaun
bas kilt me Jimmy!" cried the Jattered-up
woman, springing from the doorstt ps, franticatly.
"Polacet polacel murther! murtl er!"
"Shut up, you fool!" cried Ned. " I've only
been befriending you. What do you mean by
·turning on,_mel"
" Och t polace I polace !" shrieked 1be wom.m
louder and louder, and ·a moment h ter arounct1
the corner popped two cops, and ' re be was
scarcelv able to comprehend mattei s, Ned was
seized and marched away, under ari est.
Although it was not a situation le had ever
dreamed of getting in, he was t0< • p.lucky to
cry over matters, and strode aim g with as
much indifference as possible, only •orry that
he hadn't given the bully a harder <rack, since
be had to sutl'er arrest for it, anyho1h.
Into the station-house be was com acted, and
locked up, to await a bearing thene: t morning.
It was a dreary day he passed, an l he won·
dered how it was all to end.
:ije knew that the folks at home to ,;. a Boston
daily ' paper, and while he was nr o t>x.pected
home for a week, they and other W :udhamites
would be more than likely to see a mention ot
his arrest in the papers.
'
What a sensation it would creat • , and how
the folks at home would worry over it!
The thought was almost maddemng to him,
and he resolved never to' give his real naroe,
when it came to his e:x:amination.
The next morning he bad a hearing before
"His Honor," and there gave bis name as Dick ·
Dante. and bis place of residence Brooklyn.
A motley gang of roughs of both sexes were
present, including the old woman, all of whom
gave unblushing testimony that the prisoner
bad come strutting through the street, calling
folks names, and finally knocked Jirrmy Dugan
down with a stick and then blacking :Mrs.
Dugan's eyes, as his Honor could see.
Ned listened in horror. He had rever beard
sue!( a string of false swearing be .' ore, in bis
Ii fe, and when he put in a plea of " riot guilty "
it was greeted with a shout of derisivn, and the
crier had to call order, after whk h hurried
" trial " "His Honor " sentenced the prisoner
to six months in the county jail!
Ned was not astonishf!d, at this. After bear·
ing the lying testimony offered egaiust him, he
e:x:pected that be would get two or three years,
at the least-his own te&timony being wholly
unsupported.
·
U li• bad bad a hundred dollan. b.• ooWll
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ane paid bis tine and got froo-but as be lacked
that sum, nothing remained for him but to 1111~

mit to beiug taken to the jail. For he was now
fully resolved to never let it. be know~ at. home
what disgrace he had got mto, but grm and
bear it.'
Such was his pride, that he wotild have
worked out a five years' term, rather than tb~t
bis schoolmates at Windham should know of bl.I
Jituation.
·
That ui~ht saw him Installed in a little cell a\
the combmed jail and workhouse, under lock
and key, and ail the furniture he had tor his
new home was an iron cot-bed, straw-mattress,
and one chair-but that was enongh for his
wants.
The next morning he was deprived of his own
garments and habited in a striped outfit, and his
bail< was clipped in the most approved style.
He was then given a choice of the trades be
preferred to learn1 and expressing a preference
' "for the boot and slJOe
department, be was set to
work at rough-soleing in a room where fully
one hundred and fifty other prisoners were at
work.
It was a new phase of life, to him, and he did
not ge t discouraged, at first; but when a month
of tedious labor had passed by, he heartly
wished himself back on the farm.
"An' I'll bet a l?,eggin' awl I won't stay in
here, long1 either, ' he mused, one night1 as he
1at alone m
his dungeon. "If I'm not mistaken
I have detected the approach of a mutiny, and
there's going to be a grand effort for escape
made, when every one is unsuspecting of it. It
remains for me to keep my eyes open."
CHAPTER IV.
OUT OF

DURANCE.

FROM the hour of his making this resolve,
Ned Harris kept his eyes and ears more :widely
open than before. He had not been in the
place a week ere he had discovered that there
was a system of hammer-telegraph among
them, by which they secretly conversed, unbeknown to the lynx-eyed watchman. There
would be a momentary lull in the hammering
process; then some one in a distant part of the
room would/ound a series of telegraphic taps,
which woul be answered first by ·One workman, Riid then another.
.As Ned was soon given a position as Jaster, he
had more quiet, and chance to note this fact.
At first he paid no particular attention to the
thumping, but the more be thought of it, the
more convinced be was that it was understood
by numbers of the men and conveyed definite
words or ideas and undoubtedly related to
plans for their effort for escape. The expectant Pxpressions upon the faces of many, convinced him of this; and always after a message
bad evidently been delivered, every hammer in
the room would pound away In chorus, as if to
ward off suspicion of the nature of the previou
llignal taps.
The prisoners in Ned's section were evil.
brutal-looking roughs, who appeared capable of
any devilment, and it became evident to the
bey that they had nearly' all of them taken a dislike to him, for some cause, as on frequent octuions chunka of aole-leather hi* IUai ill 1lle

face; but when bit W'Ollld look around, no om

appeared to know anything about It.
There was no way but to bear these insults,
for talking or speaking was punishable with
solit-ary confinement; and Ned was too gritty t.o
make complaint to the superintendent.
Thus two months of his term wore monotonously along, but the .boy prisoner never ceased
to be vigilant and watchful while he worked.
And it was far from boy's work he had to do.
A certain number of boots and shoes were
given him to last per day, and to fail to accom·
plish the work meant to get a blow beside the
bead and two days at solitary confinement in
bis cell.
So, unwilling to take the penalty, he worked
desperntely, ~nd barely succeeded in finishing
hi• al1otted number of pieces per day.
The third month of his life in the penitentiary
rolled around and found him still pegging away
and IBosting at his bench.
But he was not long to remain in the ahoeshop.
One day, while working industriously, a hard
piece of leather hit him in the face, causing him
great pain for the instant.
Looking quickly up, he was in time to see a
demoniac expression of triumph upon the face
of an Irishman, Mike Donahue by name, who
sat but a few benches away.
Indignant and quick-tempered, Ned could no
longer resist the temptation to retaliate and
quickly hurled his hammer at Donahue.
Straight between the eyesit hit the Irishman,
and dropped him, insensible.
It was an unlucky act for Ned, for be was at
once taken from the work-room, and confined
in a cell.
For the next forty-eight hours, he was given
nothin~ to eat or drink, then he was taken
froll) bis cell and at bis request went before the
superindendenth where he related the insults
that bad been t e cause of his hitting Donahue,
" I also wish to inform yon that a plot ,
brewing among tbe shoemakers, to break jail,·
he said, also relating what observations he haQ.
made from time to time~ including the discover y
of.the telegraphic signa.t system.
The superintendent was a grufr, stern old
delegate, whose long knowledge of criminal
11baracteristics had made him suspicious of
every one; still he listened 1 o what Ned had to
say, with a grim sort of p .tience, reading the
boy through and through, with his eagle glance.
When Ned had finished, he said: .
"I will give the matter attention, sir. In the
me.an time you will finish the balance of y01u
term in the blacksmith shop: and if you hope to
get free at the expiration of your sentence, you
had best conduct yourself more careful in the
future."
And so Ned was put in the smithy and made
to run a trip-hammer.
'
It was hot work and a hot summer, and he
found himself wishing he was back in the cool
sbos-shop. But it does the inmates of a peni·
tentiary little good to wish. .
One woek of this work, and Ned found him·
self once more back in his cell" bushed." Over·
work and heat bad so J:-reyed upon him that he
Nd fain~d, and wu returned to his ~ll •
"JDend."
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Dora ~hanked l{ed gra~fully and, foJiowecl"b1
her milk-faced companion, left the pnson.
So Ned worked the day out, and the Be:d
morning the warden and superintendent visited
his cell, and handed him in everything that bad
been taken from him, at the time of his coming
to the workhouse."
"Master Dante," the superintendent said,
"being favorably impressad with your actions,
and believing you the victim of an unjust aentence, I have succeeded in securing your pal •
don, as part reward for your brave act h. sav•
ing my daughter's life. Your mon:ey is all in
your clothes and I sincerely hope you may
safely reach home, and never have the bad luck
to get into prison again."
Overwhelmed was Ned, with gratitude but
not so much so but what be could thank the
superintendent, kindly, and also send his sincere
regards to pretty Miss Dora, to whom he feU
sure he owed his liberation.
Then Ned resumed his own habiliments, and
an hour later stood without the prison walls,
free!
Wbat was he to ·do nowf was the perplexing
question that now troubled him.
Should he return to the farm! If so, how
could he account for his absence, truthfully,
without betraying where he had heen1 The
only way he knew of was by refusing to answer
The second note read:
any questions whatever.
"MAsTER Drcx: Papa has discovered what you
Even then, he knew it would not be advisable
told him a.bout, and taken precautions. I am talk· to return home until bis hair grew out.
Ing for your pardon.
Dou."
Nothing, then, remained, but to strike out for
The following Sunday, when the superintend, some point where work was plenty, and then
ent made a tour of inspectioa of the peniten- hire out.
tiary, Dora accompanied him, and smiled in at
So he purchased a ticket for Pbilapelpbla, and
Ned, which <iid him more good than the bread was soon after speeding away toward the
and gnel he had just eaten.
Quaker City. ·
When it came Monday again, Ned was fO!'ced
Arrived there, be was not long in finding em·
to resume work at the forge, but he went to his ployment, at driving a deliveiring-wagon, and
task willingly, little realizing that it was his continued at this business two years and three
last day but one in the penitentiary.
months, in all this time never writing to or
On Tuesday came a considerable crowd of hearini;t from tbe folks at home.
visitors, both curioll!I and critical.
At the expiration of this 'time, being reized
Wbile one out of ten betrayed evident sympa· ·with an irresistible desire to see the old people,
thy for the overworked prisoners, the other nine he packed ug his few effects and set out for
invariably showed by their looks that their feel- Windham, wliich be reached in safety.
ings for the prisoners were those of disgus1i or
Judge the surprise and joy when he walked
indifference.
.
Into the farm-house and introduced himself; for
Among the last to come of that Tuesday's vis- being now nearly fourteen years of age, be bad
ltors was pretty Dora.
grdwn taller and changed considerably during
In her company was a tall young man of the his absence-so much, in fact, that at first they
wealthy hot-house species, iu whose face was did not recognize him.
not enough color to make a blush on the cheek.
The next year of Ned Harris we will pa!!S over
Just as they were approaching Ned's trip- as being uneventful; but the succeeding winter,
hammer, where he was forging a heavy piece in January, a calamity befell him that left
of steel, a large spark from a neighboring anvil him in a more emphatrn sense upon the world
lodged in Miss Dora's gauzy white dress.
then ever before.
Being at white heat the spark, set the filmyNot far fro - the Harris farm-house was a
fabric instantly on fire and it almotit at once little lake, which owing to the fact of its alburi.t into a flame.
most fathomless depth-no bottom ever having
Dropping his work, Ned seized a heavy wip- been found in the center-was called Bottomless
Ing blanket which lay bandy, and leaping fol'- Lake.
ward, soused it in a tub of water and then
In the winter time, when ft was frozen over,
wrapped it around and around her, before the It was the custom of the farmers to drive over
flames had done her any harm, except to her ; it, as it somewhat shortened the route to P--clothing.
, One day Uncle Josh Harris and his wife, aoIt waa a timely a.ct, and saved her from great 1 companied by the latter's brother and hia son,
IU1feripg, if not a wone fate.
I 1tarted for P-- on business.
Aa1100nullhecouldrecoverfromhel'affrlaht. I .. •u bitter cold, bu~ the Quartette wen

And It was a foll week ere he felt able to go
to work &fain·
Visitors days at the penitentiary occurred
Tuesday and Friday, and large numbers of
country people always came in to see the sights
of the" work'ust"
Many times the city folks also made the penitentiary a call.
Every day that brought visitors was a combined dread and pleasure to Ned.
In one way he dreaded the day, fearing that
among the visitors would be some of his former
acquaintances, who would recognize him. In
another way it was pleasure, because he saw so
many happy faces, and one in· particular, which
was neTer lacking, and which he learned to look
for as eagerly as be did bis meals.
This face belonged to the superintendent's
daughter, Dora, a sprightly, kind-hearted miss
of fif~n, who ever had for Ned a pleasant
1mile.
During his sickness, she twice passed his cell,
among the crowd, and each time managed to
slyly slip a note in through the grates, which
Ned was in no wise loth to peruse, whenever he
got a chance to do so unobserved.
The first note read:
"Keep up courage, and look forward to a good
Ufe after you get free.
Dou."
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eomfortably wrapped· up in buJ!alo-robes, and
the horses were in the tw.st of spirits.
.
"Well, Ned," Uncle Josh said, in his good·
bfltured way, "if I never com!! ~~ck, every·
thing is yours and Anita's, and Uncle Alex,
here, will be your guardian and help you to
llOanage things till you get of age."
Ned laughed, and said" All right." He had
known the honest old fa\·mer to say the same
thing at least a hundred times before; it wwi a
habit of his whenever he started ofl'.
"Heaven forbid that Alex Filmore ever be·
eomes our guardian," Ned said to thirteen-yearold Anita, a bright little n1iss with Tlnderstanding far beyond her years, after they bad gone.
"With all bis reputed goodness, I cruinot like
him, and can but believe that he would be 1r
hard man to get along with."
It was not an hour afterwl'!.rd that a farmer
drove up and ~houted to Ned that Josiah Harris
and his wife had been drowned in the lake.
Jumping into the sleigh, they drove swiftly
to the spot and out nearly to its center, where
a crowd of neighbors hact already collected.
Here was a large hole in the ice, where the
sleigh, horses and the farmer aud bis wife bad
gone down forever beneath the cold waters.
Alex Filmore and bis son, Clarence, had
leaped from the sleigh, they stated, barely in
time to save their own lives.
Great excitement prevailed, and holes were
cut in the ice, but nothing could be found of the
bodies of the unfortunates.
~red was the coolest one in the crowd, but his
was a wild, unnatural calmness.
1Jpon the ice at the edge of the bola was a
little pool of blood, which, tbe Filmores stated,
bad come from a cut in one of tlie horses' legs,
as they endeavqred to get free.
"Alex Filmore I" Ned cried, gazing at the elder sternly and accusingly, "I don't believe it.
I believe that you murdered father and mother
when they tried to get out of the air-hole in thl'
icel"
__ •
CHAPTER V.
AS GOOD AS BIS WORD.
course Ned's l.>lunt decla1~tion

OF
added w
the excitement, and tlieneighbors censured him
for thinking .such a thing of Mr. Filmore, who
was conceded by those who knew him to he a
goon man, as he was a church deacon.
"Poor boy, he knows not what he says," the
elder Filmore said, " or else I should take · it
more to heart. He is, I have no doubt, deranged by this awful accident."
"You lie! I am just as sane as you are!" Ned
cried, "and you shall find it out, too."
But Ned's wrath against the Filmores did not
add to his good reputation in the neighborhood;
!udeed, all his former acquaintances rather
turned e11:ainst him for his seeming viciousness,
while be became more and more convinced that
the Filmores were working hard to establish it
11.s a fact in tbe minds of every one, that he,
Ned, was not in bis right mind.
All but Anita may have believed thl$, but
ahe clung to her brother lovingly.
Resolved to conduct himself with as mucb de·
eorum as practicable, Ned raised no fuss, when
the Filmores moved in, bag and baggage, until
Cl&reiice ~ore CODUnenced the war.
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From early cblldhood Ned had alway. had
the large front room in the right wing of the
farm-house, which was one of the most pleasant
in ~he dwelling. Anita had the room just ad·
joining.
The day after the Filmores "moved fn,"
Clarence Filmore, who was a youth of seven·
teen, walked into Ned's room, where the latter
was engaged in writing a letter, and gazed
about critically.
"You will have to move your traps out of
here," he said, authoritatively, "for I'm going
to take possession of this room. You can get
along with the attic chamber very comfort;.
ably."
Ned's blood boiled in a minute.
"Well, I guess not," he retorted, calmly.
"Tllis bas always been my roo10, and I've got
the biggest kind of a notion I shall keep it, too."
"Oh, no you won't," y'Oun:;: Filmore sneered,
beginning to carry furniture out into the ball
" Father said I could have it, and father know1
.
llis biz.,,
"I'd like +,o know it yonr father is going to
run this whole business I" Ned cried, springing
to his feet. " Just you Jet tbe things alone,
here, ClareD<>e Filmore, or I'll pitch you down
1tairsl"
This looked like a vain boast, for the intruder
was a good deal larger than Ned, and be
1!!-ughed tauntingly.
"Oh will youi" he sneered, making a Junge
at Ned, and attempting to strike him. But
Ned was not so easily downed, and seizing
young ]jlilmore, be forced him backward from
the room, and 'Pitched him head-foremost down
the short flight of stairs.
_.,
The only wonder was that the unfortunate
son of his father did not get his neck broken· in
hi.• dangerous tumble, but be was lucky enough
to escape with a peeled nose and two of his
front teeth knocked out.
Suffice to say he did not come up-stairs again
that day-nor the next.
But, two of the farm hands pounced in upon
Ne:!, unexpectedly, and ta.King him to the barn,
held him, while Alex Filmore gave him an un·
merciful whipping with a rawhide whip.
Ned stood the ordeal without a whimper1 but
his pale face and flashing eyes betrayea the
strength of his indignation, and even while re. ceiving the painful punishment, he registered a
terrible vow of vengeance, which was afte •
ward executed in one of the lonely mountain
gulches of the Black Hills.•
From thence, on, whi;:-pings were frequent,
both Ned and Anita being the recipients.
Once in the dead of night., Ned Harris awoke
to find Alex Filmore standing over him, wiu.1 &
large bottl' in his band, and a spoon.
Tbat his intention was to poison him Ned had
no doubt.
Immediately upon discoveriug that the boy
was awake. "Filmore beat a hasty retreat.
Again, aLl)ther night, Ned was awakened in
time to see Filmore and his son silently enter
the room, umed with a- bottle, sponge and
ropes.
That it was their purpose to drug and make
waY with him, he had no doubt. and drawinK a
•See No. 1, Beadle'• Halt-Dime
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pistol from under bl8 Dillow. which be now always 'kept ready, he fired upon them, and put
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them to 11.ight.
Awakening Anita., he told her what had twice
happened, and •iving her all the money he had
11aved up-over two hundred dollars, in amount
-he coaxed her to dress and fly to a place of
-.fety.
Ready to abide by Ned's judgment, the brave
child parted with her brother in the dead ot
the night, trudged on foot to P--, and the
n4nt morning took the train for Chicago, where
one of her schoolmates lived, by whom she
knew she would be welcomed, until Ned came
for her.
Ned was resolved to stay at home and fight it
but on that line a while longer at least.
In the morning, however, following Anita's
lleparture, three men drove over from Windham and asked for Mr. Edward Harris. On br3
making bis appearance he was at once pounced
upon by two of the men and bound hand and
loot after which be was carried into the farmhoui:e, where the third man, whom Alex Fil·
more called "Doctor," proceeded to make an
examination of Ned's head, physiognomy, etc. 1
which, when completed, caused him to noa
knowingly to the elder Filmore:
••Yes, the boy is crazy," be said, "and will
constantly grow more and more violent, unless
properly treated. You bad better keep bim
confined for a couple of days, when I will coma
for him and take him to my private asylum,
ba<ik in the country, and doctor him up."

CHAPTER VI.
ANOTJD.:li. A.DVENTURJD. •

Now many a boy would have been trulY.

appalled at such a sitliation, and it is not for u'*
to say that Ned Harris did not feel somewhat
"blue."
But, endowed 'ltith Indomitable grit and
tluck, Ned was t'he last lad in the world to sit
}own and mope over any misfortune; there
was no consolation in that, as he well knew,
11.nd instead of giving up to despondency, be
always turned his thoughts upon the subject of
ho"" be was to get out of the dilemma.
l'le lmew that he was the victim of a diabolical pl, it on the R&rt ot the Filmores, and that
all he could say would be of no avail, as it
would be judged as further evidence of bis
alleged insanity; so he resolved to say as little
pi posslt>le, and w~tch his chance t-0 escal?6.
He we.a taken to his room and locked m, and
one of the farm bands placed on guard in the
ball, and another on the outside of the house,
thus prettf effectually providing against bis

es~·rn-oon t.be two Filmores entered bis room,
bringing him bis dinner, which consisted of
bread and water.
.
"Well, bow are you feeling nowr• he elder
Filmore asked, maliciously.
" I'm feeling as if I'd like to punch your bead
fo!_You, you scurvy old villain 1" Ned responded.
" You'll get paid for this, Alex Filmore."
"Undoubtedly you aro right," was the
answer, "for should you outliv~ you~ term in
the insane asylum, I shall throw m a bill againsi
lillia estate tor yow- maintenance and aupllOJ'L
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It you should die, l lnh'rit the propertt'a>ty•

bow."
.
" So I presume," Ned retorted; " and it wu
this which caused you to wantonly murder yolll'
own sister and her husband 1"
"Alasl I am sorry to see you 80 insane, my
lad; but I suppose we are all subject to sudden
misfortunes.'
"You'll be S1ibject to something besid~ milf.
fortune, if I ever get free and get my gnp oo
youl" Ned cried.
That night be made an attempt to escape,
having got free of bis bonds, but was recaptured,
and plaCed in a room without windows.
The next day the doctor and bis assistants
came for the purpose of ta.king him to. the
asyjum.
His feet were 100800 80 tbat he could walk to
the carriage, but his bands were kept strapped
behind his back.
After placing him in the back, the doctor
1md his assistant also got in, while the third
man mounted the box to drive.
An.d it was in this style that Ned once mure
took leave of his country home
It was a dull, gloomy ride, the country heing
white with snow, and the wind hlowmg fiercely,
and drifting the snow badly.
Ned kept bis gaze averted from that of hie
captors, and refused to t 1lk; but through. the
glass window of the coach he noted every mcb
of the country they i;raversed.
About noon the carriage drew up in front of
a tavern and the doctor and his two tools got
out and 'entered, probably to get something tG.

dr~
Ned's heart beat wildly.

!

Now was his chance
for escape, if at all-but·how!
Ha was sbnt up in the closed vehicle, and I ·
without the use of bis bands he could neither
optm the door, nor defend himself.
He was wondering what was best to do, when
the horses which bad been left untied, got
scared at the creaking sign, aud with snorts of
affright, dashed a wiry down the country road,
at the top of their speed.
"Now, then, I am in for it" Ned muttered.
"Like as not there'll be a general smash up,
and I'll get the worst of it. I must somehow
get my bands free."
It was easier said thau done. They Fera
securely bound bebind his back with leather
straps~ and all his efforts to liberate them
provea unavailing.
On, on dashed the horses, as fast as they could
run, and looking back toward the tavern, Ned
saw the doctor and his two comrades giving
chase on foot, and could not help laughing at
the Idea.
At the rate the horses were going tlbey were
not likely to ov<!rtake them in several mol)tha
at least, should the horses keep up t!Jeir. g:ait1
which they bade fair to do, as they were spmtea
animals and very badly frigt,tA>ned.
.
Finding there was no hope of gettm11: bis
bands free Ned crouchod down with bis back
to the door', bot found himself unable to open it.
So be sunk upon the cushions to await whatever
denouement might come. What the end would
be be could not guess. But it came sooner than
he looked for .
.After runninc ful~ he milea. the tired h~
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daoli:ened thefr gait t6 a Walk, and were shortly got tbe '.Proper papel'I! m11"P nnt.. 11pd 11fter I>&v·
aft.erward stopped by a farmer, who peered mg ftve bundred dollars down, bought hfhl a
rifle, revolvers, ammunition and other things he
Into the carriage and then opened the door.
"Waal, weal!" be ejaculated, on seeing Ned. knew he would probably want, and set out for
"What's the matter-bin high way robbery, Cheyenne.
On bis arrival there he began to realize that
bo l"
'!. Looka like It, don't it?" Ned said, getting be was re11lly "out West,'' and in a part of it
too,
where the average citizen had just aa lief
out on the ground. "If you'll undo my hands
•nd tell me the nearest place I can find a sheri1f, shoot a man es to look at him.
Cheyenne, although somewhat of a city, Wal
I'll be much oMiged."
"Sartin,'' the farmer saill, releasing Ned. "I the roughest place the New England boy had
ever
seen, being filled with hunters, trappers,
reckon ye'll find the sherifl' at B--, two miles
from here; he's ther to-day, ettendin' a sheriff's rencberos, gamblers, end ell sorts of border
ruffians. Law the7 pretended to have in the
1Ble, ef ye hurry up."
Thanking him, Ned climbed upon the driver's town, but little of it leaked out around, as near
box, and picking up the reins end wheeling as Ned could judge.
He remained a couple of days in the place,
them about, drove back toward born• like mad,
leaving his rescuer staring after him 'in open- engaged in makin~ various necessary purcbase1,
tn
the way of a pair of oxen, an Indian mustang,
moutbed amazement.
Not far from the tavern be n:et the doctor and some utenr.ils, and in course of dealing,
and his two men, end eltborigh tbev rr.ede e mentioned that he bed recently purchased the
desperat1t attempt to stop the rapidly-driven Ridley Ranch, and was going to take possesconveyance, they were unsuccessful, and !lied sion.
An old weather-beaten scout who was standrode on in triumph until he was not far from
ing by at the time, gave vent to a grim laugh.
home.
"Hev ye ever bin down ther, yonnker!" he
Here be dismounted, turned the team around
and started tbem beck toward tloe tavern, while demanded, ~urveying Ned from top to toe.
"Not yet," N~d replied; "guess I shall get
he cut across lots, on foot, and hurried toward
started to-morrow."
the farm-house.
" Well, lad, you've got grit beyond your
"One more visit to the old home,'' he muttered, " then I'll forever bid adieu to this part years that's sartin,'' the scout said.
"Why soi" Ned asked, suspecting there was
of the country. Tbere's money in the safe, end
something behind the veteran's inquisitiveness.
It is mine, and shall be mine to-night."
"Beca'se, lad, tbar ain't a dozen men byar in
Shian es could be hired to stay over ni~ht in
tbet eire Ridley Rench, or my name ain't Old
CHAPTER VII.
Mose Magoon. Why, boyee, don't ye know
A HANGING DELEGATE.
After securing the contents of the old safe, that the piece is haunted!"
ln the Harris farm-house, which amcunted to • "Haunted be hanged I" Ned laughed. "l
over a thousand dollars, he fled to Cbicago, but never saw a bigger spook than myself yet."
could find nothing of Anita. The Doles, with
~'You'll see one ef ye tackle the Haunted
whom she had intended to stop, had moved into Ranch, tho'," Gld Mose averred. "Thar's bin
Nebreske1 near Omaha, and Ned concluded that nigh a ctozen older 'uns than you as has tackled
Anita baa gone in search of them, for he knew the place; but tbey war either found wi' their
that she was a plucky girl, end would not turn heads cut ofl', or they cl'ared out erter the fust
back, when he bad said go ahead.
night."
After a week spent in se~ing the sights in
"Well, I'll try my luck," declared Ned. "I
Chicago, Ned resolved to go on further west, haven't the least fear of ghosts, and bad es lief
and invest what money he had in lend.
wrestle with a half a dozen of 'em as not."
While sauntering elcng Dearborn street one
But in view of emergency, he was careful to
day, be spied a placard upon a bulletin board buy some more ammunition and a couple more
in front of a real estate broker's office, which rifles and revolvers, as well es an additional
1upply of provisions.
read:
"Fon SALE, CHEAP!
Haunted Ranch appeared to have a gen~ra
A large, well-watered, well-timbered ranch 111 bad repute in Cheyenne-nearly every one
:';f~~g territory, near Cheyenne. Inquire .eem~d to kl!ow .,fit, and have no desire to go
near it.
Thinking it possible that he might drive a
From what Ned could learn, an old. ruffian
bargain, Ned stepped in and made inquiries, and named Ridley had in former years occupied the
was immediately collared r.nd chaired by a ranch, and had murdered his own daughter and
meek, sleek-tongued individual, who proceedea then bims!llf, since when tbe gboot of the deughto describe the place in question, in the most ter, Rena Ripley, had never ceased haunting
glowing terms.
the house and the surrounding country.
It wes a grazing and farming ranch, he
Whenever the subject was broached, Ned
ltated, twenty miles from C~eyenne, o~ a.bout poohed I in derision; but in bis own private
a thousand acre~, fitted up with good bmldrngs, opinion he was not so oonfident.
en~ stocked with a hundred heed of cattle.
Although he did not believe in things super·
Pnce four thousand dollei;;-flve hundred down, n 11turaJ, he was not sure what sort of an im·
an.d balan~ on as much time u the purchaser pression on him a ghostly encounter would
m~t desire.
make.
'!'bat snme daµ_ while he wu saunterina
ell pleased with the gl<?win¥. description,
Hild at Oiice cloeed a bar&a•.n v11tb the agent, Ui•tolJi:b the rirmClfAl 1tro5. a rouah, hlMz'.
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eyed and wbisky-scorcbed. fndhidual approach- glanced sharply_ arounc!, n~rred to see anr
ed him, beckoning him to pause.
startling sight that might present itself.
"Well, what do you wanU" Ned demanded,
And behold I Such a sight was before him I
corning to a bait.
Looming up in the darkness was a spectacle
"Be you the young feller what's goiu' ter that was calculated to give any person a start.
move over ter Haunted Ranch?" the man asked,
Swinging in mid-air, and by bis neck, wbicb
ln a business-like way, and his facefilowed with was noosed in a lariat fastened to tbesca.ffolding
the spirit of true front.for enterprise.
overhead, was a dead man.
"I reckon I'm the feller," .Ned responded.
His body was wrapped in a white sheet, t.o
"Wbat of itr'
the chin, giTing him even a more ghastly ap" Well, you see," the man went on, "I hate to pearance than would have otherwise been the
aee a young life like yourn thrown recklessly case.
awayi· but, since you have resolved to tempt
Ned gave vent t;o a startled cry at the sight,
fate, would respectfully infol'lll you that I am but did not retreat, as maiiy a boy would have
the only reliable undertaker in the city; and to done.
save time, I would suggest that it would be a
Then bis gase became riveted upon another
good plan for you to purchase a coffin and take sight which literally fro~ him to the spot for
it along with you, thereby saving you the trou- the moment.
ble of coming a matter of twenty miles to select
Just beyond the suspended corpse, in the tu.
one after your demise."
·
ther end of the barn, shone two fiery spots U.
"Well, I'm shot if you haven't got the cheek the dense darkness, which. he knew were ey01.
of a fried lobster," Ned exclaimed, surprised.
But whether tb.1>y belonged to a human bei~
"When I coma to need a funeral outfit it will or not be could not tell-he knew, at least, that.
be time enough. for you to talk."
they were glaring straigb.t at him.
"But, my friend, you will certainly need one
A chill of horror crept down his spine; h.e
In a few days; at least, I've already had the knew not what to do.
job of planting some forty odd cadavers over at
If an enemy was crouching there in the darktbe Haunt()d Ranch, and there's no reason to nessJ any movement on his part might bring
suppose that you'll be any luckier than those fortn a bullet that would drop him.
who tried their hand before you."
" I don't believe it is any one," he mused
Brtt Ned declared his intention of running all after standing several moments in doubt. "l'il
risks, and the next morning he started, with b.is test the matter at any rate."
outfit for the Haunted Ranch.
He allowed hi; hand to drop cautiously to"Waal, good-by, Wild Ned,'' the scout, Old ward bis belt until it reBChed the butt of bis
Mose, said, shaking hands with the young ad- self-cocking six-shooter; the next instant h•
venturer. "Et ye will go, I kan't help et. I'll drew the weapon and-tired.
drap around in a couple o' days and give you a
Following the report of the shot there was a
dump inter some bandy buffier wallow, an' stick wild ymyl, and a huge cat darted past Ned out
up a board ter let folks know you've gone l"
of the barn.
"All right! Be sure and bury me with my
One ghost the less," Ned muttered/ with reboots on I" Ned retorted, as he rode off toward lief. "It's some satisfaction at least.'
the north.
. He then pro9eeded further into the .barn to ·
There was a wagon-trail all the way to the see it any fodder was to be found-for his stock.
r<tnch, so that he had no fear of losing his way,
As b.e passed under the suspended corpse, out
but, owing to the slow gait of the oxen, be could flew one of the cadaver's feet and gave the a(fr
n;it make fast progress, and it was quite dark venturer a kick beside the head.
when he saw the buildings of his new home
With a s~ver, Ned bounded away to a safe
looming up before him.
•
distance, now more startled than before.
As may be imagined, a feeling of loneliness
" See here, old man," he cried, rubbing bis
crept over him as he approached the reputed head, " you're too fresh. Just suppose you
abiding-place of ghosts, for it could not be come down to terra firma, if you want to kick
otherwi~e, no matter if be had been a thousand me."
times braver than be was.- .
But the suspended delegate did not reply. To
At Cb.eyenne he bad been told that the near- all appearance he was as dead as ever.
est human resided at the Forks, five miles beNed did not know what to do or think. Was
yond th.a ranch; · therefore he was alone in the the thing alive? Or was it dead, and the kick
midst of whatever perils environed him.
caused by some mechanical arrangement!
Summoning all his courage, Ned drove boldly
He was inclined to the latter supposition, and
op t.o the house and dismounted.
again resolved to put the matter to test.
It was a singular place, the house being a
Taking aim,· he fl.red at one of the suspended
large two-story and garret frame building with man's legs.
many queer angles and windows; uhe paint was
But though the body swayed a triffe, proving
entirely worn off from it, showing that it had that the bullet had hit its mark, there waa no
been abandoned to neglect.
sound indicating life.
Two oak trees grew just in front of it.
, "Well, you've izot lots of nerve to ·stand that
Not far from the house were the barns and without wincing,»'Ned muttered.
outlmildi_ngs, end to these Ned ~t of all conCautiously approaching the body, be discoTducted hlS pony and oxen1 l)ilCUrmg th.a former ered bow the clever kick was worked. Several
In a large corral, and tn6"latter In the main planks in the floor were loose, and footstep1
barn.
1 ~used tbem oo spnng aownward, thereby .tight.A.a he entered the dark, ~loomy ~· he l enin& a oord which ran up over one of the tOaf.
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fold-poles and thence downward to the bodythus, when the cord was tightened, the string
was so arranged that the leg of the defunct man
was forced to kick.
It was a clever scarecrow, and Ned knew
from the moment of his discovery that there
wwi more human agency in the ghost business
ln anW8round Ridley Ranch than there was
aupernatural, and decided that the ghostly appearances were but a ru;;e to hide some nefari0118 and secret business.
CHAPTER VIIL
TJIB GARRET GHOST. ,

AJTER caring for bis oxen and horse, Ned
found his way through the gathering darkness
toward the house, wondering what more experiences be was t;o encounter. Grim and gloomy
loomed up the mansion· the prairie breeze
sighed mournfully through the branches of the
oak, and the lonely bark of a wolf came faintly
in on the breeze from the westward.
"I'll bet my life I'll soon make it sick for the
ghosts around this roost!" Ned muttered. "I've.
already laid out two, and am able to tackle another on sight."
'-,But when he got around to the front of the
lone residence, bis enforced pluck began to desert him, for the place had anything but an inviting appearance.
Before attempting to enter Ned took a seat
upon the horseblock, outside the door-yard, and
made a long and quest.ioning survey of the
place, bis face d ber, and his eyes watchful.
" Edward Harris, is there such a thing as
ghosts, or notr• ne mused, "For if there is,
you want an introduction, that's all. This place
certainly looks like :i spoolt nursery."
Suddenly be uttered a startled cry, as his
gaze became riveted upon an upper window of
the mansion, from which sbop.e a bright light.
As this window was a good many feet above
him, Ned was unable to look int;o the room 1 but
he presumed the light emanated from a lamp,
lantern or candle.
.
"Now, then, look out for a thoroughbred
BPOOkl" he muttered. "I've always heard say
they were tom! of r.eering down attic windows
and so forth. Hal'
He was not wrong in his surmise. Before the
window now stood a tall, spectral figure, clad
from to{> to toe in a winding sheet of white, and
around 1t clung a peculiar, bluish-yellow halo of
light.
..
Ont;i arm was outstretched, and pointed directly down at Ned, as be .sat !IP<?n t~e block.
"Humph! ,that's -a perhte mv1tat10n fer me
to puckachee, as they say over in Cbryenne,"
be thought, "Now that ghost knows its biz,
that's ~vident, but I ain't quite scared into taking Ieg-br.il, yet.''
A few seconds the '"ghost " stood before the
w ndow; then it gradually diS!lpp~ared from
riew.
The next moment, however, a fleshless skeleton came dancing before the window, gesticulating wildly, and nodding its grinning skull at
the young adventurer on the outside.
At the same time, a series of horrible groans,
piercing shrieks, and lou!l, unearthly voices
tiom withiD the hoWMI, and e&wied Ne4'•

hafr literally to stand Qn end; but be shut hll
teeth together hard, and his eyes flashed their
defiance.
·
"That's a pretty rough dose to fling at a fellow, all in one chunk, but I reckon Richard it
1till himself," he muttered, gri.J!:ily. "Ahl the
bony . biped has vamosedl
I wonder what
nextf''
Nothing, evidently, for after a half hour's
wait, Ned saw nothing more of the spectral
visitants.
But, he had-seen enough to satisfy biru that
be would rather sleep on the open prairie, than
in the mansion, until he sboQl.d have an opportunity to thoroughly inspect the place by daylight.
So he wandered out to a safe distance from
the house, and spent the night there, the grassy
earth his bed, and the starry heavens above hill
cover.
In tbe morning he arose and returned to the
vicinity of the mansion, where he breakfasted
upo n some of tile edibles he bad brought from
Cheyenne.
After breakfast, he looked well to his weapons, and entered the dwelling on a tour of
inspection, resolved, it possible, to ferret oui
the mystery of the previous night.
To bis surprise, he found that several of the
rooms were still furnished, in part, probe bly a1
they had been left at the time of the Ridley
tragec:y.
,
Everything wasdust-eovered and motli-eaten,
however, and a general state of neglect was
everywhere visible, In one room a large bloodFtain_upon the uncarpeted floor showed where
old Ridley bad either killed his daughter 01
himself.
Room after room Ned visited, and closely
examined everything, even to tbe attic chamber
where be bad seen the specter; but nowhere
could be find anything of the ghost1 or of the
skeleton-which nowise satisfied him, for he bad
expected to tlud some evidence of human
agency in the matter of the ghost business.
·•Well, I guess I shall have to give it up for
the present!" he concluded, when all bis search .
resulted in no discovery. "But if I see that
pbantolll again, I'll know what it is made of,
or IDY name ain't Ned Harris,"
That dny be !pent in getting settled. He
moved into one of the ground-floor rooms and
fixed things up to his own likingi then, mounting his pony, be made a circrut of the surrounding prairie, in search of the stock be had
bought with the l'anch. About a mile from
the ranch, in a grassy arroyo, he found a herd
of perhaps a dozen head, grazing, but tbel
stampeded wildly toward the west at Ned s
approach. It there ever had been more of
them, they evidently had been killed off, and
what remained were in almost a wild state.
R llmembering that the Forks lay but five
miles beyond the ranch, Ned concluded to ride
ovrr to the settlement, and see what oort of
humans were his nearest neigbbon;..
Ult reaching the place, be found it contained
but a dozen cabins. two of wbich were saloon1,
and the third a suppJ.i store.
About a dozen men were lounging ~fore the
saloons; and they were typical border rufflaua,
•Ylll'Y one of them-roUIUJ. in dTflli8, armed Ml
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the teeth, blear-eyec:t, an4 brntat In expreS81on only a few feet from the attto window, whe1'9
of countenance.
the specter had sbown itself the previollll
They scanned Ned closely as be rode into the mr,ht.
Forks, as if his coming was unwelcome, and,
'Now, then, my slippery shadow, just show
when he dismounted and entered one of the up as soon as you piease, and I'll be happy to
saloons, they followed him.
inspect you," he s!Lid to himself.
"Well, yonker, I s'pose you're the gallus ga·
It certainly was a gloomy position he
loot w'at's sqnat ted down at. tbe Ridlev's1" one occupied, but he was resolved to solve t he
ot the lot remarked, a bnrly, Ill-appearing fel- mystery of ·~be apparitions at any cost to him·
low , who looked capable of annihilating any or· self.
The thunder boomed res-ponsively to every
diwlr,Y person1 and be emphasized bis worch by
slapping Ned neavily upon the shoulder.
lightning flash, and the ram aoaked bis gar·
' Well, yes, I should remark that · wasl" ments through to the skin; but with unflinching
Ned replied, stepping aside and dealing the fel· grit the young ranch-owner maintained his
low a )eft-bander full in the breast that sent vigil.
And he was not destined to be disappointerl,
him half-way acros8 the room. "Come up and
have a cigar!"
for at length "' light was seen in the attio
The rough picked himself up from off p. row room.
Wb<1tber of a candle or Ji lamp, be could not
of barrels over which be had fallen and looked
the youth over from bead to foot, in evidently tell, as it was out of range of the windowprobably in one corner of the room.
·
great as9enishment.
Almost immediately after the light appeared 1
"Waal, I don't keer ef we ~stranger," be
observed, frowning at the g:tins of his com- came the groans and shrieks such as Ned baa
panions; "but let me lisp in yer ear, pard, heard the night previous. Then the grinning
that ye'd better start in more gentle byarabouts, skeleton popped into view, and began to rattle
and shake its bonesJ and execute a grotesque
ef ye don't wanter git teetotally cleaned out..''
"Judt what l was about to observe to you," dance. Around it ctung the strange halo thttt
Ned retorted; "I've got a disease in my arms had been around the robed specter the previous
night.
which strikes out when I least expect it."
It was a spectacle fearful enough in appear"Then ye mean .to say that you're sum on
ance to try almost any man's nerves, and it was
yer muscle, eh!"
· .
" Well, I presume the boy's able to ta.ire care little wonder that Ned shuddered.
But it was a habit with him to use reason at
of himself," answered the boy, promptly,
Tue roughs, with one accord. seemed im- all times, and he now reasoned that it could not
pressed with 'tbis idea, and if, a§ Ned imttginedi be otllerwise than that the s)releton was strung
upon 'wires, and was thus worked by living
they bad entered the saloon to pick a quarre
with him, they evidently concluded it was not hands.
So he remained silently in the tree, his rifle
best, for no hostile action was offered, although
they eyed him narrowly and tigerisbly.
rea" y for use.
Some five minutes of the grotesque gesticula" Seen any ghosts over at the ranch l'' the
rough asked, whom his companion called Black tions followed; then the skeleton as suddenly
disappeared from view, as it bad come.
Bill.
After about five minutes more had elapsed
"Ob, yes; I had an interview with a few of
the spectral wbite-robed figure approached the
~m last night," Ned asserted. "I'm thinking
window,
and there was a wild, unearthly
of going halves with 'em, and getting up a
!augh.
ghost exhibition before lon_g."
"Oh I but I'll make you laugh on the o1Jier
The men exchanged glances, and something
like a grim smile came over their passion-marked side of your mouth," Ned muttered, and leveling his rifle at the specter, fired.
faces.
There came a fierce yell of agony, that pe~o
- "Waal, I wisb yon much joy-that's all,"
Black Bill growled. " Better you than me trated out into the night with startling distinctfell
a-cavortin' around with thet 'ar speerit o' Rena ness; then the ghost threw up its arms
to tbe floor.
Ridley."
Quickly Ned slipped down from the tree, and
Ned laughed lightly and soon after took his
entered the mansion; then be lit bis lantem1
• dep,arture.
1
and graspinQO it in one band, and" a cockea
' J '11 bet a pair of boots some of that crowd is
connected with the ghost business," be mused, revolver in the other, he ran up-stairs.
There upon the floor lay the ghost, silent and
as be rode back toward the ranch. " I'll probe
motionless, and pulling away the sheet, Ned
the matter to night, sure I" / .
Arrived at"the ranch, be once more went over was so~ewhat astonished to find no less a
the house, but firiled to make any discoveries. personage than B!.eck Bill, 9f the Forks-naw
He then proceeded to the barn and cut down either dead or insensible fr6m a bullet wound
the body of the lynched man and buried it in in bis breast.
the ya.rd corner.
He then waite:l for night to approach.
CHAPTER IX.
And it drew rapidly on, heralded by • bea-v y
A DUEL BY MOONLIGHT.
thunder and rain-storm.
IT was a discovery tnat effectually " laid " the
Armed with :US rifle and revolvers, Ned stole ghost f)f Ridley's Ranch, and N'ed could hardly
silently from the house, as soon aa it was quite refrain from giving a shout of exultation ov01
dark, and although the rain bad now set in, he bis victory.
climbed into the top-most branches of one of the
Examination proved that Black Bill was not
O&ki, :whicb brou11;ht him to a level with. •n<i ' dAad,, nor, in all probability, daDKerously wound·
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Id, and IO while be was In an Inactive state "Don't be frightened, gentlemen-this Is Blacll
Ned bound him hand and foot, 11nd dragged William, the ghost of Ridley's Ranch, whom I
him down the stairs into bis own part of the bagged last night."
domicile.
·
Great was the excitement at the announoeSitting the ruffian up in the arm-chair the ment, and Black Bill had to be taken hurriedly
place afforded, Ned applied r68toratives, and into the jail, to save his neck from a lynch-mob.
soon had the spook-player restored to consciou.On the day thereafter, Black Bill was grant.
ness of bis mishap~nd bis situation.
ed a hearin~, and1 on being assured that h,e
"Well Black william, how's the state ·o f would get his freeaom if he turned State's eVl·
Tour pulse since you have got lour ghostly deuce, he made a confession. He revealed that
wings clippedP' the boy demande , laughingly. he was a member of a famous band of despeta.
"How are you going to soar about any morer• does aud cqunterfeiters under the captaincy of
1
"The devil take youl" Black Bill growled. one Kentucky Jim, wno
bad long committed
" How'd ye do itr"
depredations along the border undetected, and
"Alas, William I cannot tell a lie," Ned re- who also had adopted the business ~f counterplied, ~vely,
did it with my little pene- feitin~ money, with bead-quarters JD a 110Cret
trator, nodding toward his rifle.
room m Ridley's Ranch.
The " laid " ghost swore again.
The other members of the band were citizens
"Am I dangerou:!fy wounded!" he asked, feel· of the Forks; the ghost business had been origining of bis side.
ated and designed for the purpose of keJiping
"Oh, no; just winged, that's all. After you folks away from the rendezvous.
get a little rested I'm going to take you over to
When this revelation became known, Ned
ChPyenne."
Harris was regarded as a v~table hero, and a
"Cuss ye no· never tbarl"
party of rougb·and-ready citizens was organ" Ob, yes' I w'ilf. I have a sort of notion It lzed to go down to clean out the balance of the
may interest the authorities to know what your gang, Ned being elected, by un~nimous vote,
objPct is in playing up ghost."
to take charge of the attack.
And although the ruffian uttered all kinds of
So he accepted, and a swoop w1111 made down
protests, Ned was firm in bis purpose.
upon the Forks, that night, under cover ot
He bad made up bis mind that it would bi! darkneSI!, buJ; without success.
the means of unearthing some scheme of evil
Forewarned, no doubt, by the capture of
were he to give Black Bill to the proper authori• Black Bill, the gang had pulled up stakes, and
ties.
11.ed to other parts.
Therefore, about midnight, be bound the
Satisfied by this time that be did not care to
ruffian upon the back of the pony and then farm it Ned, a few days later, sold the rancb
1
mounted himself, and started for Cheyenne. '
at an aavance,
for it was now in good de mand,
He bad not gotten three miles from the ranch since the ghost mystery was cleared up, and
when be heard the clatter of horses' feet in bis made bis head-quarters in the then wickedest
rear, and rightly guessed that some of Black city in tbe West, Cheyenne. Feeling lonely, be
!3ill's comrades were giving chase.
sent for Animhwhofle whereabouts he had !lSC'erSetting spurs into tbe mustang, Ned gave it tained, and t e two went to bousekeepmg, a
the rein, and awav they dashed over tbe prairie tl'ood share of Ned's time being spent iu rooutat a fierce run, Black B!ll, as a matter of course, mg and bunting, in company with the favorite
getting fearfully stirred up by the leaps of the scout, Frank Waddell (Wild Frank)-a su1·er
pony.
sbot and better trailer tban whom did not then
But Ned did not stop to consider this. He and does not, n ow, exist on the frontier .
was resolved not to give up bis captive without
If any scouting was necessary, or train-guida struggle for it.
Ing to be done, it was generally intrusted to
For about a mile perhaps the mustang fiE>won Ned and Frank, for the latter's wide ixperience
at a terrible rate of speed, leaving the pursuers j and knowledge of the western country, and
behind; but after that, owing to tbe double Ned's pluck and ready wit in getting out ot
weight it carried, its Fpeed lessened, and Ned I' trouble or danger, worked well together.
knew the enemy would soon gain on him again
It was not long after his taking up headunless be resorted to some dbdge to elude them. quarters in Cheyenne, that Ned became cogniTberefore be pulled out of tbe main trail to- ! zant of the fact that be was destined henceforth,
\'Verd the west about half a mile, and then to becoILe a bunted man.
lhaped bis course toward Cheyenne.
I One night, as be was sitting In a store, at
As soon as it became daylight be made a sur- Cheyenne, a person entered, and clapped him
vey of the wide expanse of prairie with his upon the sboul<ier.
•
field-glass, but could discover nothing of the
"Edward Harris," be said, "at. tbe instance
enemy, so be once more rode over to the nialn of your uncle and guardian, Alexander Filmore,
trail.
I arrest you for r obbery and murder!"
About the middle or the forenoon, be rode
" And at this same instant I give you tha
leisurely into Cheyenne, and, as may be sup- izrand bounce!" Ned replied; and suddenly
posed, was the observed of ell observers.
Bl'izing the detective, be raised him from the
Halting in front of the lock·up, be was quick· floor by the strength of his powerful ar:ns, and
ly surrounded by a big crowd of curious ones, threw him through a window into the street.
among whom was Old Mosa
I~ was a neat act for even a giant to do much
"Hurral the durned leetle slrunk ain't dead less the lithe and not fully ~rown youth; but
ret, n the BCOUt shouted. "I say, Wild Ned, Ned had br constant practice become very
who've you got tharr•
strong of limb, and also an expert lhot witb
"ODlY a &h.ostl" Ned amwered, with a 1¢D. ri1l• or r&Toiver.
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.After this unceremonious ejection, the agent
of Alex FilmorA did not return to the assault. But this did not put Ned off his guard. He
knew that the Filmores would use every effort
to get rid of him so that they could obtain pos&e881 on of the Harris property, and he doubted
n,ot that if this agent fail sd in fiis mission
others
would come to take bis place.
1
So, after thinking the matter over, he left
the store, resolved to hunt up the fellow, and
make an example of him, to start with.
He found him in front of the United States
hotel, and walked up to him, promptly and
fearlefisly, bis eyes flashing.
"See here, Sil" stranger!" he said, sternly,
"you're the chap ~ flung out the window, ain't
you?"
"Well, I suppose I am," the man replied,
wiping the blood from several cut.q upon his
race1. "My name is Jack Jerrold, and as an
officer I have come here to arrest you, in the
name of the law."
" i"ou're a liar, out and out!" Ned cried.
11 Y ou can't show a detecti,.;e's papers, to save
your life, and you were sent here to murder
me. Own the truth and shame the devil, for
one\!-ain't that sol"
The man did not answer, but bis eyes gleamed
furtively, and he endeavored to get his right
lland slowly toward his hip-pocket.
Ned anticipated bim1 however, and quickly
covered him with a cociri>d revolver.
"No you don't!" he said, significantly. ~•r•u
l[fve you all the fight you want, however.
'Y"ou've come here to earn a sum of money by
killing me. Not to let you return, disappointed,
y ou shall fight a duel with me, and we'll see
who comes out the better man!"
"No, no! I will not do it!" Jerrold cried.
" You would kill me."
"You shall have an equal chance with me;
y ou ought not to flunk, when you came here to
kill me," Ned retorted. "Either yeu shall
meet me in a fair duel, or I'll drop you where
you stand."
Seeing the ugly light in the hunted youth'•
eyes, the villainous tool of the Filmores no
more dared hesitate, and accordingly! signified
his 1readiness to decide matters en due lo.
Dueling, in those days, was almost a daily
occ1ll"rence ia Cheyenne, as well as in most border towns, and was looked U}?On as no particular •mme, from the fact that it was about the
only way to settle personal differences.
It was however, not tolerated upon the main
1tre13t of the "wickedest" city, and therefore
Ned and bis enemy retired to the " Duelist's
Drop," a vacant lot on the outskirts of the
town, where nearly every duel was fought, and
many a man met bis death.
They went not alone, for a large crowd of
,roughs a nd citizen admirers of this sort of
,1port, followed, making bet'S on the way as to
1which of the two would be elected for the exipense of a fuueraL
It was a moonlight night, and everything
.wa s favorable for the " affair of honor."
As Ned was the challenging party, J errold
had ~he choice of weapons, and after some hesit aUon named rev olvers,. at thirty paces.
"Just as y ou will,' Ned replied. "I can
t.tch YOU at &11.J' di.stance y ou like, I r eckon,

and thereby ma~e an example for others to
contemplate, before they make contracts to kill
Ned Harris."
"It isn't certain who is going to get killed,
y Pt,"·J errold retorted, savagely. "Even if I
do go under, I'll have the satisfaction of knowing that there are others after you, and surely
you'll get dropired sooner or later."
"I defy the lot of them and they'll find
they're hunting after a hot subject, if they
come fooling around here. Tbere's plenty of
cemetery room about Che.venue, for them that
want to·replenish their coffers by killing me a'
the instigation of a hoary-headed old villa.in."
The thirty paces were counted off, and the
two men-for in size Ned was pretty nearly
equal to a man-took their positiuWI, !acin~
each other.
Old Mose, who bad been sele<,>t;ed as " boss n
of the "picnic," called order, warned the opponents to beware of trickery, and the~counted:
"One I ·two! three!"
At the word three, both revolvers cracked,
almost simultaneously.
Jerrold fell to the ground, with a groan-not
kill ed, but badly wounded.
His bullet whistled harmlessly by Ned's head,
but "dropped " a Chinaman, whose demise
elicit.ed a laugh from the boisterous crowd.
Jerrold did not die from the effects of Ned'1
shot, but recovered, and was, later , hung by a
party of regulators, for horse-stealing-for far
greater a crime is it considered by the average
far Westerner to-steal a horse than to shoot a
man I
CHAPTER X.
A NEW VENTURE.

ON the week following the duel Wild Frank
and Ned took a wagon train into Nort hern Dakota, with supplies for a new settlement.
One night while they were camped in midprairie, about fifty miles from their destination,
a man rode into camp, who had t he appearance
of a rancbero. He bad the air of a gentleman,
and looked as tbough he were in trouble: After
introducing himself as John Marvin , a new settler in the then, as now, colllparative wilderness, be stated that on the previous nig ht a band
of Indians bad attacked and burned his house
and outbuildings, killed his wife and carried off
his daughter, a young girl of sixteen, while he
was away from home on a hunw.
Wild Frank and Ned liste ned attent ively, the
former's eyes gleaming fiercely; tor, despite the
fact that Indian blood coursed in his veins, Waddell was one of the bitterest Indi an haters and
hunters on the frontier from the Rio Grande to
the .British line.
"I'll ~uarantee it's the work of that infernal
skunk, Black Spider, one of Sitting Bull's under
chiefs," he said. "He's been on the war-path,
along with a lot of half-breeds and mixed reds,
f.or -ome time now, ·and I reckon it's more'n
probable they'll not git broke up till Uncle Sam
takes a hand in the game." ·
·
" But my child-is there no hope of rescuing
her from these red cut-throats!" Mr. Marvill
asked, anxiously.
"Oh, yesi· we can fix that all right," Frw
r ei>lied. " know where the . l[&II& o' Spider
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I'll send Ned, here-: to"1py a.I'bund and up the stream. She was the best-looking
till I retllrll from the settlement. 1'
Injun ~ ever saw. S hortly afterward 11notber
This suited Ned, for be bad never bad an ad- canoe pulled oulj, containing a buck Injun, and
yenture with the reds, and it also pleased Mar- followed swiftlv after the first."
Yin, who bad a father's anxiety to regain pos,
"Humph I mebbe two lovers going to oome
110ssion of bis lost daughter. favorite trysting-place," Ned commented.
After preparations had been made 1 Ned and
"No, I don't think so," Marvin answered.
'lbe farmer mounted tneir horses, equipped and "The buck red-skin looked as black and ugly IUI
ready for their journey.
a thundercloud, and was pain"ted up hideously.
"Now, then, you want to ride south-west I reckoned he was pursuing the squaw."
11.bout fifteen miles, till ye strike the Cheyenne
"Possibly," Ned said, reflectively. "n-is
river," Wild Frank said, "and if you follow a also possible this pair ere out spying. I think
direct line witb your compass from here, I I'll take a careful stroll up-stream, and see what
r eckon you'll come out above the island in the I can learn."
center of the stream, where Black Spider holds
"Well, do as you think best, but don't stay
out. Here you want to lie low and keep a long. If you get into trout!ie, fire a shot and
watch on the island until I join you and map let me know."
'-"
out a p lan for rescuing the girL"
Promising to return within a couple of
So the two Indian-hunters rode away, leaving hours, Ned seized his rifle and set forth up the
W ild Frank to continue on to the settlement in river shore.
~
charge of the wagon train.
Although by no means an experienced trailer.
Before daylight Ned and the rancbero came Ned bad "-l!tl ready picked up a knowled ge of
to the conclusion that they must have ridden woodcraft, which enabled him to form pret ty
easily fifteen miles; so they drew rein, to r econ- good opinions of his own, on matters pertaining
noiter. Leaving their horses in a prairie arroyo, to a life on tbe plains.
t hey struck oot on foot in the direction they
He bad learned one point-that a scout could
calculated would bring them to the Cheyenne. not be too ca utious, in the Indian country , for
An hour's silent end cautious walk brougbt the red-man is a more wily rascal than men,Y
t hem into a belt of cottonwoods which fringed of bis white brothers when you put him in bis
the stream.
own element.
The Cheyenne, at this point, was quite wide
Therefore the young scout stole along the
and deep, and just in the center of the stream, bank of the silent moving Cheyenn e, exercising
opposite where Ned and Marvin struck it, was all possible caution-and using bis sharp gsze to a wooded island of considerable size, the p~netrate the early gloaming of the approaching
t bfoket of timber extending to the very edge of mgbt.
ihe water.
Only the cry of a tree-toad, the pemlier chirp
" ,That's the place," Ned whispered, as they of peepers, end the occasional gurgling of the
stood among the cottonwoods and gazed toward waters against the shbres, broke the stillness of
.t he island. "All seems as quiet as a mice now, nature's approaching r epose.
but you 'll see plenty of hornets when the nest
Fortunate for Ned that he was cautions and
ttets astir. The first and best thing for us to do watc.bful, foc be bad not gone over a mile
18 to get as far from the island as we can, with- ere he came to a lower bottom lend, and nearly
out losing sight of it. It the reds were to dis- debouched into a sudden clearing,, wherein,
cover us around here, it will be'l'ather warm for near the water's-edge stood two personsus, I reckon."
evidently the two Indians Mervin had spoken
Accordingly, they moved up the river, and about.
found a sort of open glade surrounded by a
Taking to his hands and knees, Ned crept
dense thicket upon the shore, and took cover along until he was somewhat nearer to them;
ther e to await developments.
then he perceived to his astonishment that the
At early dawn Ned crept forth to the edge of I ndian girl was securely bound to a small
the river, to keep ·up a watch on the island and sapling that grew in the.clea.ring.
their sm·roundings, while Marvin slept during
Not far from them, was a large pile of logs,
the forenoon; then be -.vas to t ake bis tm·n at at the water's-edge: They bad been cut no
repose during t.lJe afternoon, and both were to doubt by the Indians, and would eventually be
be on guard at night.
floa ted down - to the island, for building purAs --prophesied, the Indians beg11ll to show poses.
,,.
\bemselves !'tt daylight-some getting wa ter and
In front of the girl the Indian stood, with a
othel"l! fishing, for tbe Cheyenne affords as good tomahawk clinched in bis right hand.
fish as any other stream in the North-west.
Judging by the ugly expression upon bis
But as none of the r eds offered to cross to ,the hideously pajnted face, be was in an angry
main-land, Ned had no fear.> for their present moorl, and contemplated annihilating the young
1afet).
squ1tw oo the spot.
,
The day passed without Incident, and night
" S peak!" he cried, savagely. "W.er Horse
once more drew on, dark end threatening.
waits. Let Light F$iotgive her ensw "rqnickly,
Ne<'i arose about six o'clock from an afternoon or War Horse.Will bury his tomahawk in her
nap, and <irept out to the water's edge, where brain r•
Marvin was lying, concealed behind a fallen
"Light Foot bas nothing to answer, more
tree on guard. ...
_
th an what she has already answered," the girl
"Well any news1" Ned queried.
replied, bn~vely. "War Horse is a coward to
"Yes,'I the ranchero replied. "I was about to a tt ack the daughter of bis ~nperior chief, Black
come and rouse you. Something like au hour I Spider , end bis scalp shall pay for it."
-ao an Indian eir~ pulled out from the isl •
"War Horse fears not Black S1>ider. nqr all
llangS out, and
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ltf& braves. His heart is set on·bringing Light
Foot ~ his lodge, or talring her life!"
"Let War Horse do his worst, then, for Light
Foot defies him I" the girl cried, with mQre
spirit, Ned thought, than be would have felt
h"ke exhibiting, under similar circumstances.
In after years, however, he went through like
ordeals, with even more nerve.
1 The red-!lkin lover uttered a fierce cry at the
girl's defiance, and raised bis band ·to strike
her with the tomahawk. But before be could
do so, a rifle · cracked, and an unerring bullet
shattered the wrist of the band tbat grasped the
tomahawk, and the weapon fell to the ground.
With an unearthly yell, and not to be balked
in bis revengeful purpose, War Horse at once
stooped and seized the hatchet again, with the
intention of finishing the work be bad sworn. to
accomplish.
But b!lfore be could rise from bis stooping
position, Ned's rifle craCked again, and War
Horse fell upon bis face, never to prance in battle again.
LPaving cover, Ned ran down to wfiere Light
F oot was bound, and cut the thongs that confilled her to the saplin~.
"There you IJ.l!IB, Miss Injun," be said, in bis
jovial way. " I'll bet ye ain't sorry '8bout it,
·
neither."
"Light Foot Is very thankful to pale-face,"
the girl replied, gratefully. "Although not
afraid ro die, she would much prefer to
live."
"Blamed fool 1f yon wouldn't," Ned retorted.
"S'fose you're old Black Spider's gal, eh!"
" am." She spoke in good English. "What
does the pale-face do in the land of the red·
•
man!"
"Oh, I'm sojourning bereabonts because it's
healthy," answered NecJ. "So just tell Black
Spider that when I drop down this way again
-after I visit the settlement-I'll pay a visit at
tbe 1sland, and offer him a hundred horses for
.
bis daught.er."
. "Light Foot is not to be' 12urchased with
horses I" the girl replied, haughtily, "and while
abe is grateful 'toward her rescuer, be had better keep away from the camp, for Black Spider
likes not the pale-faces."
Then she turned, entered her canoe, and
pulled down the stream, the gathering gloom
soon hiding ber from view.
"I wonder if I've made an impression!" Ned
muttered, with a smilo. "I've a notion to pay ·
a sly visit to that island, anyhow."
His eyes fell upon the pile of logs, and an idea
entered his mind. But as it began to rain just'
then, he concluded first to return and see Marrin, which he did.
_ It was a tremendous rain. At first, for nearly an hour it poured down in torrents-then it
settled down mto a steady rainfall which bade
fair to continue all night.
At midnight it bad oot ceased or moderated,
and tbe two men on the river bank sa'w ~bat
the W!\ters were rapidly rising.
"Now is a good chance to visit the island,
1
and I'm going to do it," Ned decll,lred.
"Your• Marvin exclaimed. "You'd better
wait 'ti! your partner comes."
"Not much! I'm going alone. Listen anci
I'll tell you m.y idea. and I'll venture you•il SQ'

It

it's a good one. I'll bet I'll get your gal out
limbo, in short order."
CHAPTER

~

XI.

.A. NIGHT AMONG REDS.

"Thi\ is what I'm going to do" Ned ex·
plained. " Up where I rescued an lnjun gal, is
a pile of logs upon the shore, that have been
gathered there by the Indians, for rafting pur·
poses. Now, the wa,ter being high if logs are
seen ftoating down stream by the red-skins I
reckon they won't suspect anything more than
that the ~ater is carrying off their logs, and, as "
a natural consequence, tbey'll man a boat and
pull for tbe skidway, to save what logs they
c!ln· In the mean time, I'll be floating down the '
river, at the end of a log, and make the island
in safety."
Marvin listened, bis face wearing a doubtful
expression. He saw that Ned bad the nerve
and grit to undertake 'most any venture- but he
also knew that the Indian is not so ' easily
deceived.
" Well, you are at liberty to do as you please,
I suppose, but I am afraid vou will get yourselt
into trouble," Marvin expostulated.
" It won't surprise me if I do. I was born to
get into trouble, but I've got the lives Of a cat
and will get· out of my scrapes somehow. As fo;
the island, I've not much fear for pel'il. I'm
goi~Y> send a few logs down before I go to
liinClof quiet the reds, then 1'11 float down
·
self."
Looking well to bis weapons aml ammunition,
Ned strapped his rifle to his back, and . left for
tbe glade, first advising· Marvin to give him
timely warning should he see any hostile move
on tbe par£ of the Indians.
On arriving-at the logpile, Ned found that it
would be an easy matter to roll the logs into
the stream, for the water was already begiuning to surround the pile, and cover the bottom
lands.
So he gave-0ne of the smallest of the 'timbers
a roll, and away It went, down-stream at the
will of the now swift and turbulent cur~·ent.
He rolled in half a dozen in rapid succe>ssio...
Then, selecting one of the largest in the pile,
be rolled that in also, and sprung in after it. •
The largi> end was hollow, and large enough
to bide the body. of a man.
. Into this1 feet tI:st, N~d <:rawled. and allowed
him.self to ~ earned .s~ftly toward. the island,
agamst which the r1smg waters dashed. His
novel vessel headed directly toward tbe island;
but when he drew nearer to it, Ned perceived
tbat,a number of savages were gathered upon
the oeacb, near whei'e the log would probably
strike the shore.
"!'here was no help for it. Ned had no power
of guiding his clumsy craft, the hollow end,
under which he was ensconced, aimed directlf
for ,the shore, the heavy end dragging behind
..
uu~er wat~r.
•be Indians were evidently preparmg to
launch a canoe.
H?peful "'.as Ned tbrit they .would i;>ay no at.
tent1on to hls.l?g, tor he was 1~ a dec1dedly un·
fortunate pos1t10n, to defend himself.
Nea;er and nearer the loi; approached ~he
shore. the thunder &rumblina: a threa,telllll.f
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accompaniment along tbe bor:lllon to the waters•
These lodges were f'"""~" fn a circle. 11nd
rush.
~itbin the encircled space a large ftru was bum·
Crash! Ashore went the log, swinging around mg, a great skin blanket suspended above it to
and crushing against the undergrowth that tree branches, b'eing used to keep the rain from
lined the beach, with a jar that nearly knocked drowning out the fire.
Ned's breath out of him. He scarcely breathed,
Ned watched the scene be"ore him with a
Was be discoveredf Nol For in a few mo- searching ga~e, forming bis plans while be
ments Ned bad tile satisfaction of bearing the watched. Only a f ew lodians were seen about
I ndians embark in tbe canoe, and pull np the the cai:np, and they only crune out of their
stream, witll guttural cries.
lodges, occasionally, to replenish the camp fire .
.After their departure, Ned remained within
Nothing could be see of Marvin's daughter,
his covert still another five minute , until he however; she very likely was confined in one
Judged that the vicinity was deserted-then he of the tents-which one be of course could not
cautiously thrust his bead above the log, and guess 1 but be naturally concluded that she
peered around.
woula be found in Black Spider's own lodge.
Seein~ no signs of human presence, be drew
After som"! deliberatioI1, he formed a plan
himself out of the water, and proceeded first of which he believed would be successful.
all to squeeze the water out of his garments.
Going back to the neighborhood of where be
He then unslung his rifle, and stole stealthily landed, be gave vent tO a shrill Sioux ivarlnto the thicker part of the chaparral forest that whoop, which be bad lParned of Wild Frank:.
covered the island.
tbe!1 turning, be swiftly ran up the shore, with
Not ten rods had· be advanced, when, sud'den· a view of neaching the opposite end of the island
ly, there stepped out into bis path, from behind by t·be time the red-skins reached tbe spot where
.a tree, a savage of large stature.
be had given the cry. Twice, in bis flight, be
For an instant the boy and the red-skin stood nearly ran against an Indian guard, but by
glaring at each other, neither speaking, or rais- skillful dodging he evaded discovery.
Ing a weapol!i then, quicket than flash, Ned
To bis satisfaction, b~ soon beard the Indians
dropped his rine, and leaped upon tbe brave, r•1shing pell-mell toward the place whence bad
bis handa clutching the astonished Indian's come the war-whoop, with guttural cries and
throat in a vise-like gripe.
discordant ' yells.
.
In response, the red-skin wrapped bis power"Now is my time to visit the camp," and with
ful arms about Ned's waist, and then commenced rapid steps the daring young scout once mure a pan extraordinary duel. It was only a matter proacbed tbe clearing.
of endunmce who should first succumb.
The openings in the lodges"faced.,,upon tbe cirTerrible was the strain about Ned's waist, and cle, so that there was less danger of his being
be was. well aware be could. not bold out long, seen than though it bad been otherwise.
under it, tor not only was 1t exceedingly painSeeing-no one in the circle on aiTiving et the
ful, but it was with greatest difficulty he could edge of the clearing, be continued on, and a
get bis breath.
,
moment later be was in the rear of the largest
The red-skin, certainly, was in full as bad a lodge, which be doubted not belonged to the
fix, and it was evident bis wind was thoroughly chief, Black Spider.
1but off by Ned's determined clinch about bis
Applying bis ear to the skin, be listened
windpipti, and it was therefore hut a matter of eagerly, but the roar of the rain and river prea few moments when he too must give up tlie vented him from hearing anything within tha
ghost.
lod.~e.
So ru:awing his ke~h-edged buntingNo words were uttered and but a few moves k:mffl, be .cautiously cut a slit in the skin and
were made.
peered in, getting a full view of the interior.
• . Nearly a minute ~tood they t~ere, their faces
The only occupant was a white girl, who
dIStorted, and tberr eves bulgmg from their partly reclined upon a pile of skins, bound
IOCkets, their te.eth set firmly. •
hand and foot.
But, at last, Just as young Harris felt sure be
Her face bore traoos of tears and deep anxietv.
must expire, the Indian loosened bis gripe; there
To think, with Ned, was to act. Enlarging
was a rattle in bis throat, a convulsive shudder, the aperture, he sprung into the locge.
·
and then a fall to the ground. Ned clutcbed a
The girl naturally gave vent to a startled cry
tree for support, and it was several minutes ere at sight of biru.
he could get his breath freely.
"'Shi make no noise!" Ned warned, in a low
"By George! that red-skin was a be:u for 1 tone. "I buve come to rescue you and take
hugging!" he muttered, "but Yankee Doodle you to your father!"
gets in his work, when it comes to choking. I
Without fur~her words he raised her in hit
wonder what next!"
·
strong arms and passed from the tent.
I t was still raining-seemingly the windows
Half-way between i.; and the edge of the
of the heavens were open to let forth another clearing be was suddenly baited, a }asso settling
deluge.
abuut biID and jerking him back to the !?'round.
. Believing that tbe now dead saTage was a
Ere be could rise or extricate himself a halfguard, and probably the only one between the dozen burly red-skins were upon him and liound
Indian camp and the river, . on that side of the him hand and foot.
laland, Ned concluded that be could get nearer
He was then taken to the circle and bound to
~ the camp, without trouble, so be stole along a stake with strong lariats.
4'DC9 more, stealthily-, and soon came to the
t::'..:ion after the main part of the band returned
edge of a small clearmg, in which were the skin j from the UJ?per end of the island, and there was
lod&e1 of Black Spider's villa&-'.
•consultation amorui: the tribe. Ned could lloa
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lllltlentand what wa• said, but soon afterward
he was taken from the post and bound on his
back upon a fallen tree.
He then perceived what was about to happen,
for the red-skins Qegan tearing down and removing the lodges toward the lower end OI the
Island, and also the other paraphurnalia of the

crunp.

What did it meant
Was the water rising so rapidly that they were
afraid to remain on t he island I
It would seem so, for inside of ten minutes
Ned found himself the only occupoot of the
clearing.".
The rain came steadily down-the roar of the
rising waters, as they surged against the island,
increased. The camp-fire died down to a mass
of embers, and an hour later Ned was by
no means elated to discover that tbe waters
were submerging the island and surrounding
bi~J>lace of captivity.

CHAPTER XII.
AT THE ELEVENTH HOUB.

IT looked decidedly as if Ned was going to be
drowned out.
The log to which he was bound lay fiat upon
the ground, and it promised to take but a few
minutes of time until the rapidly rising waters
should creep not only over that, but also over
the helpless prisoner bound thereon.
What waa be to do!
He was so securely fastened with gtroug lariati that thare could be little possibility of bis
freeing himself. He did not look for any aid to
come from Marvin, because he could give no
signal
Louder and louder grew the roar of the
waters, and higher and higher they arose
around the young adventurer, until be felt bis
garments once more soaking with the cold
water.
In five minutes more all of bis person was
submerged1 except his head, which by a force
of determmotion not to give up until the last
he managed to keep above tide.
It was a desperate situation, however, as be
well knew, and with the knowledge came the
unwelcome fact that it could be only a matter
of a few minutes until be should have to succumb to his horrible fate.
"Quick!" a voi<l9 suddenly cried, as, at the
game instant, he felt Ills bonds cut. "Pale-fac;:e
get int.> Light Foot's canoe, and she will take
him to a place of safety."
With a. glad cry Ned hastened to obey, and
was soon seated in one end of the pretty Indian
girl's canoe, feeling like a new lad.
Without a word Light Foot seized her paddle
and dextrously guided the birchen craft through
between the trees. finally deboucping into the
rushing current of the river at the lower end of
the island.
From here the canoe was dagbed along -at a
fearful rate of speed, taxing the girl's efforts to
the utmost to keep it from swampi11g.
After some ten minutes of this sort of ride
she drove the frail shell in toward the shore,
and succeeded in making a small inlet and efhctina a landinii on ttie main shore.
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Here B'he got ont of tbe boat and motlOl'led
for Ned to do likewise.
" Let the pale-face go and find bis broth n,
then r eturn here, et>.d he shell know the gr 11titude of the daughter of Black Spider, in )be
finding of the pale-face girl," she said, motioning for Neef to leave.
Glad to accommodate Ned at once hastened
to obey. He felt sure be had nothing to fear
from the Indian girl. or she would not have
re~cued bi.n from certain death on the island.
Bo be went back and bunted up Marvin, and
the two hastened to the inlet, where, sure
enong1!i_ they found Manin's daughter, but not
Light .l<"OOt I
•
Three days later the frio reachlld the settlement. From there Ned and Wild Frank weni
back to Cheyenne.
Soon after the termination of this advent1ll"f'
Wild Frank journeyed into the northern lJfll"ll1
of Montana, where he always spends the wintet'
at bis Trapper's Rest, when not otherwise engaged in active service.
Left without his pard, Ned lingered about
Cheyenne until the early autumn, when he
took a trip into the mining regions of Idaho,
near Boise City.
Here he once more became aware that the
Filmores still had their agents on bis track.
One day, while sitting in a hotel at Boise, a
ragged youth came in, selling half-oranges
for, being large-sized fruit, the price musti1
necessarily be so high, in that out-of-the--way
metropolis1 as to be above the .reach ot the ordinary pil~r1m. Bo the habit waa to split thll dif.
ference, m splitting the oranges in half.
"Orange, sir!" the youth said, laying a piece
in "Ned's hands, and then passing on to the nexi
person to make a sale.
As the fruit looked really tempting Ned got
outside of it on short notice, and paid the vender his price on bis return.
But he soon regretted doing so. Strang•
pains in bis stomach and a wild di.zzy feeling
soon attacked him, and be rea.lliled that he WBI
very sick.
He had the presenQe of mind, however, to
have the hotel-clerk send for a doctor, who
came promptly-for in the minin~ districts a
doctor is glad of a chance to get a J<>b, most of
the sickness in those parts being caused by
rifiei knife, or revolver, and being hurriedly
fata.
"I have just eaten an orange," Ned exp,lainAd, in &nswer to the doctors inquiries,
'aud I am fearful it was poisQned." .
An emetic was promptly administered, and
the stomach's contents soon came forth, and in
a little while Ned felt all right again.
He was now satisfied that an agent of the
Filmores had made the foul attempt on his life,
.uid he naturally felt revengeful.
That he should be hunted and haunted by the
1eoundrel who already had murdered bis two
test friends greatly imbittered him 1 and hll
solved t<> strike in self-defense-maa:e
it a lif•
for-a-life fight.
·As soon as he felt fnlly recovered from the
~ects of the poison, be left the hotel, and made
IDquirlea tor the eiranD-vender, bul; no
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~to know of hls whereabouts, or anything bad once more settled over the land1 and people
of him. He made a tour of the hotels and af!d prairie pards, as a general tbwg, were iD
1aloot1s, to investigate the registers; but on wmter quarters.
During the month of December the man~r
none of them could be find a name from the
ea.st. Only one eastern arrival bad there been of McDaniel's theater on several occasions tried
for several days, and that person was Mrs, Dr. to persuade Ned to give an exhibition of sharpCay, of Boston.
shooting on the stage, for it was widely known
While reading the name, it at once struck that be had no equal as a crack shot in those ,
Ned that she might be bis new foe. I;le also re- parts, not excepting Wild Bill or Laramie Joe.
Finally along came a Montanian calling himmembered that he bad seen a notice in the local
·
paper which read:
self Wiry Walt, who claimed he was the kingbee of all fancy shots, and hearing of Ned, sent
" W ANTED.-A young woman, who can be relied
him a challenge.
upon to mind her business, to assist. Call upon
"~- DR. CAY, at American House."
It was promptly accepted, for if there was
It occurred to N ed_to answ.er the advertise- one thin~ above another on which Ned prided
it was his prowess both as a pistol and
himself,
ment in person, for be was satisfied he could
JDake up enough like a woman to disguise his and rifle shot.
The affair waR arranged to take place upon
real sex. He had as yet no beard._.and his face
was as smooth as a woman's. 11is hair1 too, McDaniel's stage, immediately after the regular
on the night of the 25th of Decemperformance,
flowed down over @s .shoulders, making it unber-Christmas-and to make it interesting, a
necessary to wear a wig.
He at once went back to the hotel where be hundred dollars a side was wagered, and the
was stopping, and interviewing one of the do- one who accomplished the greatest number of
mestics, succeeded in securing her Sunday-go- 1difficult tricks in the fl.nest manner was to have
the sum.
to-meeting outfit for a few days.
When the night came the theater was packed ·
Resorting to bis room, he at once made a dive
into the mysteries of a -feminine wardrobe, and to overfl.owing1 many ladies and army officer&
present, m addition to the regular rough
being
In half an hour was "made up " in all exceedingly flash sty le, with bat, dtess, shawl and eye- audience. The dull dramatic and variety bill
was hurried through in order to giYe the con·
glasses I
He was so changed in appearance that be had testants a chance.
Wiry Walt ttppeared first, and executed 1
little fear bis disguise would be penetrated. Accordingly he returned to tbe-A!!ierican, and at dozen very clever and a few difficult shots.
request was shown to Mrs. Dr. Cay's apart- • Next came Wild Ned, a great favorite ilj
Cheyenne, and -introduced every shot Wiry
ment.
The Mrs. Doctor was a stout, elderly lady of Walt ~ad given, first, in a rapid, careless, but
•
the masculine order, with a hard visage1 dark surpassmg manner.
Then be proceeded to give some fancy shots
piercing eyes, and a perceptible fringe or musand alastonishing
-of
revolver
and
riffe
with
tache upon her upper lip.
She looked Ned over from head to foot as he most incredible dexterity, such as had never
been made in that part of the West.
entered with a critical glapce.
Wild cheers went up as be finished and made
"Well, who are your' she demanded, in a
surly way, motioning him to a chair. "Do you his bow preparatory to leaving tbe "stage.
But be did not go off with as much grace aa
come in answer to my advertisement!"
he expected, for a plstol was fl.red in the audi·
"You bet!" replied Ned, characteristically.
and Ned dropped to the floor.
ence,
.
Th<> doctor looked pleased.
- But quiekly assuming a sitting posture, be
"What's your name1" she asked.
" Ob I I'm a notorious I" Ned replied. " I'm raised his rifle end fired at the man who bad
Crimsbn Clll-so called 'cause I carved Bill Mc- done the deed, whom he had seen even as he
Pherson last year. Ef ye want my sarvices I'm fl.red.
Wit·h a gasping cry the man fell back, dead.
open fer hire."
Ned's last aet upon the stage that night had
" I think . you will suit," Mrs. Cay said,
promptly. "I have an enemy here. His name most surely made a bit.
If you will see that he is disIS Ned Harris.
CHAPTER XIII.
posed of-do it so cautiously as not to excite attention, as it is a very easy thing to do in such
IMPENDING FATE.
NED was not badly hurt, but he had stricken
e place as this-I'll give you a hundred dollars
his would -be allsassin to the death.
' .
in fOld."
Afterward a search was made of the
' Madam, I must reapectfully decline," Ned
cried, drawing a revolver. "You'v.e caught on- stranger's clothing, and as a result, papers
were found upon his person which proved him
to the wrong mule this hitch."
"What do you mean1" the agent .of the Fil- to be an agent of the Filmores.
· ~
mores gasped, shrinking back.
Ned was not arrested, as he had simply acted
" I mean that l'm Ned Harris, and that you're in self-defense, but rather was praised for his
a gonner, despite poisoned oranges,'' Ned cried. prompt act. But he was gradually becoming,
I' Get up and git, now, straight out of this : stern and gloomy, even though but a boy. His
town, or I'll gu'.ll'antee you'll Dl var see day light peace of mind, was destroyed. The Filmores
j h.aving a purpose to accomplish by bis destrucagain this side of purgatory."
It is unnecessary to state that Mrs. Dr. Cay tio11 wel'1! not the ones to give up until they ~uc
piade no delay in getting out, and that was the ceeded in their hellish design. N• d therefore
Unknown foes
WB.11 haunted, end hunted.
last Ned ever saw of her.
When he &ot back in CheYenne llll:ain wfn• were liable to strike him down at an:v momen\.
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No wonder, then, be grew by force of habit
1Uspicious of every one, and watched every
stranger covertly as if to read theD:J..,through.
About a mon t h aft.er the incident on MoDaniel's stage, Ned was fully recovered from
his wound, so as to be able to be around . Soon
after he met and became acquainted with a
young Texan named Fred Foster, who was
almost Ned's caunterpart, in looks, size, and
dress; indeed, they were so wonde!'fully alike
that each was often taken for the Other when
apart. A strong attachment sprung up be·
tween them, partly because of this resemblance1
and partly because their tempemments ena,
tastes assimilated ; so Ned soon persuaded
Foster to come and live with himself a11d Anita.
Foster being at heart a r oyally good fellow,
it was no~ long ere he end Anita as well es Ned,
were on the best of terms.
But it was not long so to remain. One
Dl!>rning, as Ned went up to F oster's room, to
awaken him early-es they were to take a bunt
together, that da.v-he found bis counte~art
white and still, in death-a kn 1'f e p 1unge to
the hilt in his breast!
For a moment Wild Ned was appalled, but
quickly r ecovering his composure, he proceeded
to investigate the matter.
Their house stood on the extreme outskirts of
tbe citybneerly a quarter of a mile from any
other ha itation.
Examination prove\i that the person or per·
sons who had murdered poor Foster bad effected an entrance into the chamber by climbing
ing upon a back lean-to roof, and then prying
np a window.
The same route of egress bed been used,
uvidently, after the crime had been committed.
Going down-stairs, Ned awoke Anita, and
made her acquainted with the tragedy. They
then left the shanty together, to make an in·
vestigation there.
'
A slight fall of snow bad taken place late in
the evening before, so that Ned knew that be
r.ould see any footprints that had been made
si11ce that time.
Bure enough, below the window were the
tracks of a horse, showing that the assassin had
come and departed upon horseback.
From the shanty, the tracks ran to the north·
ward, oTer the open country, vroving that, un·
ltSs be had pm>pOSely made a "ide detour, the
assassin ha<) not entered the town.
"It is another blow at me, sis," young Har·
tis said grimly. "Foster was killed by one of
Alex Filmore's agents, who mistook him for
me. And by Heaven, I'll avenge bis deatll I"
He called in the nearest neighbors, left orders
tor the city und6rtaker to look after the remains of poor Foster; then disguising himself,
rode away on the treiL
His disguise was that of Ii Yankee peddler,
and was admiringly gotten up, bis 1lttire, false
hair and beard and pack of trinkets having been
gotten up by him especially, for occasional bita
of dete6tive business.
His horse, (which afterward served him so
I amously in bis road-agent escapadef) was one of
1 he easiest and fleetest travelers on the plains,
{md a far better trailer ti...n many of the sot.slled scouts.
Takin& the tra.iL from his lhanliY. Ned rode
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I olf as rapidly as tbe snow would permit, In J1l!J'o

euit of J!'red's murderer. Well armed e.nd in
good condition. Ned was firmly resolved never
to give up the trail, until he found the coward·
ly assassin, end avenged poor Foster's death.
Tije first day's ride resulted in naught. W'ben
night dropped down over the snow-eovered
prairie, no signs of his enemy could he find; ex·
cept in the trail, which atill stretched rortlr
over the treeless expanse.
Always on the alert, Ned bad occasionally
during the day's ride, picked up some pieces ol
dry wood; so that now, after scraping off the
snow from the ground for some distance, he
soon had a cosey camp-fire burning, and made a
good supper on the food which he bad brought
along.
.
Early the next morning be w11,s olf again on
the trail, with unbroken determination; but tht
day passed into the shades of evening, ere he
gained the top of a prairie billow and saw in an
arr<YJJO before him, a camp-fire brightly burn·
inoo
""
' t'10n, b e r od e d own mto
'
Without hes1ta
t he
camp, which boast ed of half a dozen Indian
lodj!es, and around the camp-fire he found a
dozun stalwart breves.
They were Sioux Indians, and not in war.
pa.int, being evidently a strolling band of trappers.
They gathered around Ned, however, witt>
gibbering exclamations of curiosity.
The chief was an ugly-looking old delegate.
and surveyed Ned in his Yankee disguise, in
evident -displeasure.
"What pale ·face wantf'' he demanded,
gruffiy. "What pale-face do alone in winter,
on prairie?"
"Weal\ ye see, rm ~dlin' Yankee notions!"
Ned ~ ained, "an my name is Ebenezer
Cute, an I thort as l.tow mebbe ye'd like ter
Rive a feller a smell o' yer camp-fire, an' take
ft out in trade."
And dismounting, he at once began to ex·
hibit a part of his stock in trade 1 consistin~ of
brass buttons, · gaudy handkerchiefs, ear-rmgs
finger-rings and so-forth.
Of course he could not have struck the reds
on a better chord, and a " swop" was at once
inaugurated, by which Ned succeeded in dispos·
ing of the worst part of his stock in trade, for
the privilege of remaining over night in the
camp. Then he removed bis saddle-bags, and
seated himself before the fire, upon them; and
although be toasted his venison, and kept a
narrow watch about the camp at the same
time, be could see nothing of bis supposed enemy.
No\ a bit was be put off bis guard, however,
for be was pretty well satisfied he would find
his man in the camp, when be had a chance to
look for him.
After the evening was well advanced, the
Indians sought their lodges, one by one, until
: Ned alone was left by the camp-fire, to make
the best of the situation.
Aware that he would be watched on the sly,
during the fore part of the night, at ~east, be
rolled himself in, his blanketl and with his saddie-bags BS a pillow, stretchea himself out BS if
to sleep.
Being a good deal fatigued, be soon fell asleep,
ID '"ilia of his determiDatio~ to remain awake.
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and on awa'i:en!ng with & start; found himself
in the clutches of a number of savages.
It was no UBe to struggle, and he was soon
bound, hand and foot, and tied to a tree, near
by. • Then he discoverad that the reds were noi
alone in effecting his capture. Seated upbn a
1tump, near at hand was a young white man,
an
upon whose by-no-means-he.ndsome face
upression of diabolic triumph.
Ned gave vent to an exclamation of astonishment, a~ sight of him. It was Gus P orter, hi&
former enemy of the Windham Academy.
Young Porter laughed evilly as he saw the
look,of surprise upon Ned's disguised face.
" Well, you're took back a little, eh, to see
yonr rival here1" he chuckled.
"Maybe I am-again, maybe I ain not," Ned
retorted, coolly. '' You wer e al ways a villa~n
and not at all surprised am I to see you a special1
agent for a pack of murderers."
Por ter frowned, as he r etorted viciously:
"Well, I'm villain enough to have revenge on
you! Y ou may be smart out here among the
'ilvild animals, but you're not sharp enough to
eope with me. After discovering that I had
ailenced the wrong man, I naturally expected
you would give chase, and in disguise, too;
therefore, I knew you when you came."
" Well, I am gfad you did. How much do
you get from old Filmore for killing me1"
"Ohl that's a private matter. Perbafs I
don't get anything-then again, perhaps do.
Anyhow, rve got you, and you may bet high
that I am going to have satisfaction on the old
acore."
"Which means that it is your intention to
kill me,'' Ned remarked, his eyes flashing as
Porter came forward and tore the disguise from
his face.
"Of course it is," the young ruffian replied,
with a leer. "You ain't wanted out east any
more, and to make sure you d·Jn't return there
jo trouble any one1 I am going to check your
lbag~age for Kingaom Come. In the morning
you ll have t he satisfaction of shaking hands
·
· ..,ith the Old Niclr."
" Ten to one I'll ring in a deal on you fln::t "
Ned retorted "and if I do get a r ap at you,
y ou can bet that I'll fix you so that you'll never
take another job of murdering, you detestable
,
&kunk l"
Although bound beyond possibility of getting
free, a guard was stationed over the young
prisoner for the remainder of the night.
As soon as day dawned, Porter again
•Pf.rPBched.
' Your time is up," he announced, " and if
you've any desire to pray, you'd better be at it.
We are now going to go off a hundred · paces,
aDd then run a race to see who can reach you
Ant and tear off your scalp!"
With this beartless declaration the murderer
1trode away, f ollowed by the Indians.
With a feeling akin to horror, Ned lll\W his
executioners begin to measure off the hundred
.
paces.
Oh t just for a moment to be free, with his
irusty weapons at his command I
But he was not free; he was helpless-power·
less.
He saw the savages and their white leader,
Na.ch the end of the hundrecl 7ardl, he • •

was

them form In lfne, abreast, and at a given llfgul,
rush toward him with drawn knives.
CHAPTER XIV.
A GOVERNMENT J:NGAGEMENT.
ALMOST any~an in the position t·hat

Ned
Harris was, would have blanched at the doom
which confronted him-but not so with him.
He set his teeth 'tightly together, and his eyes
flashed fire as he saw young Porter acd the savages leap forward. He was resolved that even
though tb:ey triumphed over him, they should
not get a whimper out of him, no matter what;
his pain.
But, suddenly, he recollected something! A
happy thought it was indeed that gave him
power, bound as he was.
During the early part of the winter, he had
discovered himself possessed of iwo very wonderful gifts-both mesmeric and ventriloquial.
The latter power he had cultivated from time
to time so that he had attained a remarkable
proficiency in the art, and couid throw a change
of voice into almost any object, at a considerable distance from him.
Could he not use this gift now, to his advantagel It was worthy of a trial, at least!
On came tbe savages, bounding swiftly toward
him, headed by Gus Porter. All had knivea
drawn; every one seemed anxious to reach the
post first, and tear off the captive's scalp.
"Haiti" he caused a deep bass voice to thunder just above the heads of the ~ang. " The
voice of the ..Great Spirit sounds in your ears!
Dare not to touch the prisoner!"
The Indians did stop, and gazed around them,
dismay and fear depicted in their looks. From
directly over their heads seemed to come the ·
,commanding voice, and with the innate superstition of their race, they were transtlguredawed.
"Bahl what is the matt.er, you fools," Gua
Porter cried, angered at the sudden halt.
" Come along and finish up the job."
"The Great Spirit has forbiddenitl" the chief
rep,lied.
'Ay! the <!reat Spirit ~as spoken to Yell<_>w
Plume I" plainly · sa1d tl:ie same strange v01ce
again, "and wa,rns the Sioux chief to turn
free the pale-face brave, lest the wrath of the
Great ' Spirit smite the warriors of Yellow
Plume to the earth and_ scorch his lodge with
ti.re."
" It shall be as the Great Spirit wishes," Yellow l'lume solemnly responded, and he waved
his hand toward his warriors.
Disregarding Porter's protestations, they
sprung forward, and a minute later cut Ned
loose from the stake and placed his weapons in
his hands.
Quickly'Ned leaped to his horse near by.
Porter saw the action, and al~o that, unde'l.tbe existing circumstances, he had no need to
expect aid from the savages. He therefore
sp1·ung upon his own horse, and headed him
back for Cheyenne, at breakneck speed, Ned
following not far in the rear, but just out of
good rifle range.
If there was one thing above another of PorWa. that wu dese~ of praise. it wu bJa
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1~, powertol and fiery
animal, and capable of even greater speed than
Ned's own, as he became aware, when he saw
his enemy rapidly leavin~ him behind.
There was no help for 1t, however, as neither
be nor his horse were fully r ested :yet, and the
latter had not bad much to eat smce leaving
Cheyenne. To attempt to overhaul the renegade was easier contemplated than done, and
so, as 500n as Ned saw Porter's gain, he slackened his own horse's gait, and journeyed along
more leisurely. He believed Porter would, on
arriving at Cheyenne, take the first train Eastward. But in this he was greatly mistaken.
On •arrival at Cheyenne, himself, be was at
once placed under arrest. But it was only for
a few days, as it was easily proven that be was
in no way connected with F oster's death-the
proof coming through Gus Porter, who was
wounded to death, in a gambling dispute, and
on his dying bed, made a confession which
treed young Harris, and implicated himself in
the crime.

Spring once more dawned, ere Ned Harris
had any more adventures worthy of narra tion.
About the first of May he was called upon by
a deputy U. S. marshal, who offered him,
through government anthorit.y, a job of going
into Indian territory, to ferret out the truth of
a report that a band of whites had invaded the
red-skins' wilderness-home, to colonize and mine.
Ned accepted the offer, and at once set out
on his journey. Althou gh armed with official
papers that would protect him from trouble
from the Indian agents, should be be discovered,
bis journey was to be strictly a secret one
from everyone, as there were expectations
that a thorough, but secret investigation wonld
Implicate some of the Government's own employees.
We will pa88 over the first part of Ned's
journey, as it was attended with no incident
worthl of mention, un til he was well in the
land o the red-man, where the pale-face is forbidden the freedom by Uncle Sam.
As a matter of course, '.Ned bad not brought
bis horse with him into the Indian territory,
but turned it out to graze beyond the border
line.
A horse was nsefnl, but at the 1111.me time
made a trail w hicb the red-skins could easily
follow, so Ned concluded to be bothered with
covering only the trail his own feet made.
Somewhere near fift;r miles south of the
middle of the northern hne of the te1Titory, the
deputy marshal bad advised him, be would find
a small timbered swamp, in the center of which
was a lake.
Near the swamp were rocky hills, wherein
rold and silYer deposits were supposed to abound
and it was the marsha l's opinion that Mar this
lake the colony wou1d locate, using the labyrinths of the 1wainp tor shelter, should an attempt be made to rout them out of the terri*<lry.

One starry, moonlight night when camped
apon the open prairie, and when he judged he
was yet sopie ten mil at least from the
1wamp, Ned saw a hors,, and rider coming
k>ward him from the south.
When lrtt dilcoverlld b.J' Ned, the.J' were

1eTeraJ mi101 away, and be oould maJl:e 011t
nothing except the outline of the horse and
rider; but as they drew nearer, he saw tbut
the rider was a girl ot about bis own age, and
most strikingly pretty in face and t'lgure. Her
attire, though common, was neat fitting. She
rode with the easy grace of an experienced
equestrienne. Upon her head she wore a jaunty
white sombrero.
She was armed with a light sporting rifle
and revolver and looked as if she were no•
afraid to use them if emergency neces~itated.
She rode fearlessly up to where Ned stood
leaning upon his own trusty weapon, awaiting
to receive her, her keen eyes scrutinizing him
with curiosity.
"Good-evening!" she accosted, promptlf.
drawing rein. "May I inquire who you are!·'
''Very likely, if you feel so disposed," Ned
replied, coolly.
·
" Well, who are you then, Mister Pert?" the
girl demanded, with full as much composure.
" White fellers like ;rou ain't generally seen
wandering around lnJun territory, here, nameless."
"Probably not. My name is Ned Harr!S, at
your service."
" Aud you came here in behalf of the Government!"
"Pshaw! To get out of the reach of the
Government, you bad better say!" Nllll replied,
with a laugh. "It won't be he&!th( for me to
be caught hereabouts, you can bet.'
The girl scrutinized him still more narrowly,
as if to read him through and through, but hil
was a face that one could not learn much from,
by study.
"Well, if that's the case, you're not the chap
I'm looking for. I am Kansas Kate, and I'm
looking for a Government sp:y:, who is also look·
ing for me. It's quite possible you are the
man. 0

"Oh, Ye&-iJ.Uitel" Ned retorted, "though I'll
take my oath I never saw or heard of you before. Haven't seen any Indians around, have
yuu!''
" "IVell, no. They don't trouble the11e parta
very much, except in the hunting season.
Where's your horsef"
Ned pointed to his feet with a grin,
"Reckon that's the only team I have in harness," he answered. "By the way, if you've
got any jerked venison in your saddle-hap,
a'JJ<>sin' you share. I'm as hunivr as a bear.'
Kansas Kato complied with his request, and
then dismounted. She evidently illtended to
make a stay over night.
After picketing out her horse, she seated ber11elf ~mposedly upon the ground, and joined •
compan;r with Ned, In nibbling a piece of the
hard dried venison.
"GU:ess you've been up to some mischief ex•
craordlnary tough, ain't you, that yon have to
take to these parts!" 1he asked, eying him
askance.
"We.al, I a'pect thar's more rope awaitin' me
than I've got throat to accommodate," Ned aasured her. " If it ain't any of my businesa,
what are you doing here in Uncle Sam's Injun
reservt.!"
.. Oh, I'm here on business. Wbat that bu.alba• fa al.n's none of vour bu.sine••" deliV8l'ed
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" He's your boss, eh I"
with empba!is1 and within bf11 mind Ned bad
". I have boon his captive for two yearL"
already formea an idea that Kansas Kate be·
"Vvby don't you desert!"
longed to ,the party for which he was in search,
"I dare not I He would follow mo to t he end
If so, she had come to meet him-and kill
of tbe earth, buli what he'd kill me."
him1
" Bab! the government will 'tend to his ease.
He hardly believed that, yet so many fair
women tnrn ont fiends that his mind was made What do you say to accompanying me back to
up that it might be very well to keep a close Cheyenne and making evidence that will cause
the authorities to arrest the invaders and pay
watch npon Kate from Kansas.
__.,
But a little desultory conversation followed you well!"
The girl was silent a moment.
t he girl's e1Pp':latic declaration; then Hhe took
"I've often thought of it, since McCoy has
her saddle for a pillow, wrapped a blanket
made me his slave, but be is ' so terrible a brute
around her and Jay down.
Selecting a spot at a distance of several yards in ev rything else' except bis respect for m y
trom her, Ned also lay down, but not to sleep, honor that I am afraid to break away."
"Have no fears. If you go back to Chey enne
alt hough his eyes Wlil'e nearly closed, and he
l'U send you ~ast, in good ciI·cmnstances, where
fei~ed slumber by heny breathing.
1oward midnight be saw Kansas Kate I'll guarp.ntee you'll never hear from him,"
Later a bargain was struck to that effect , and
1tealthjly arise 1lnd saddle her horse.
the next hour saw Ned and Kansas Kate en
What did it meanf
.
Was she goiog to take a quiet departure? and route.
They arrived safely at Cheyenne, and. K a t,e,
It so, what was hllr object!
While she had her face from tllm, Ned quietly as promised, gave evidence that subsequem11y
raised his he-ad, aoo lay looking at her, a pair caused the exµulsion of several band$ ot in·
vaders from the fndiau territory.
of six-shooters in Ms hands.
When she turned around and gazed toward
True to bis word, Ned paid her fare East, and
him, she uttered a fierce cry, and raised h&' once, a few years later, heard from her, that
rifie quickly: to h11r Pboulder.
she was married and doing_well.
For bis services Ned got tbe promise of a depShe fired at the s"me time that Ned did, the
t wo reports blending• into one. '
uty marshalsbip (which in after years he .got),
With a cry she f• U back to the ground, as but other incidents of a strange nature soou
also did Ned, for he1 bullet had taken effect in threw him iuto a current on which be drifted
his bare shoulder, C"Qusing inte\lse pain and a or was driven into outlawry a nd crime against
his fellow-man.
_ _
1teady f\ow of blood.
Between them, as they bad now fallen, arose
a little knoll that bid them from each other's
CHAPTER XV.
'fiew, even when a~ing a sitting posture.
Hearing no sound "OD ~le part of the strange
CONCLUSION.
l?lrl, Ned concluded si:i;"" ,,._,. eit'ier -st'unned or
THE next year in the life of Ned Harris
a ead, and so set ab;;ut d~~~ing bis own wound, passed without the u~"Ual routine of adventu res
which be had fears mig~t fl.'l'\lVeserious.
that had previously characterized his existHaving some salt in his p<>.}lret, he soon had ence.
the fiow of blood in p, measuro st~ncbed, and by
But on the following spring, when the first
examination judged that the bul.'et had passel! tides of emigration began to pour into the Black
through no vital put, but had lll'Jged in the Hills, in search of golden treasur e which wu1
muscles of the sbovJder. Unless i,"'ammation known to exist there in unprecedented quantile~ in it was not lik111ly to give him much trouble
ties Ned waa once more in " business."
and as the blood \lad nearly stop~J, he felt
Havin~ gained a good bit of knowledge of the
.
country lying between Cheyenne and the Black
qqite like bis usual self again.
After listening f..-r some time he at lu" beard Hills, be was able to guide Deadwood-bound
Kansas Kate me, e on the o'ther side ..t the trains into the fast-developing wilderness.
knoll.
And now began a new siege of the enemy
"Hello!" he shV"l.ted; "are you deadr·
against him-his Eastern foe, Alex .Filmore!
"Not much, t i-tough I'm badly bit," BOtl 1'9Scarcely a week passed by that did not bring
plied, grimly. ' How are you feeling, )v..!1'· against him, in some manner or shape, an a~
self?"
1 tack from 'l!ome one of Filmore's agents, plenty
" Ohl fair to 'llliddling, since I stopped thEI Jf whom seemed to abound wherever Ned
bood. l s'pose il 's war 'twixt you aud me now, went.
·
On several occasions they laid plans that
lan't itl"
"Of course! Aust pop vou.r head above the came near bringing Ned to the gallows, by im·
of that knolk and I wilf shoot it oft fo,:- you." plicat10g him in different doings of which ha
' Thank yotL I can't sp9re it yet. How did was wholly innocent.
J'OU leave tbesg 1atters at the swamp laker•
j But be had the good luck to Clear himself, nn·
' "All well. ~ ou didn't decPive m ti. "
ill there 'finally came a blow that was de'stiued
"I presume tl.vt. You came over here to kill to turn the whole future course of his life.
me."
/
It was in the month of June, and Ned had
I been located in Deadwood's 1·apidly building
" Yes. I had '11.o other choice."
" Row sol"
city about a month, engaged in p~tting up a
" It wan •· fllli>-iter of life and death to'"me, Jibanty upon a claim for himself and .Anita.
Jack McCay threatened to kill me and send th~ J During this time he had fallen int'J t he haM•
boodhoauda alter me if I refused to obey QI'- .t paying visits to a miner's daughter , namell
1l7' De&Jl- pret;s, ~~ ~~ ~
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quette, who di~ not care a ceni for Ned, more I and tndignatf~ was 1argiily agafps~ biIQ, ~

tbe town was governea oy 1yncn 1aw, ID me
to tease him.
She had a beau1 however1 in the pers.Jn of a fullest sense of the word. But be was nf.lt
molested, although he was watchful and armed
she
whom
on
Caiker,
Col.
namea
lpOOUlator
seemed to dote, and whom she was wont to tell ready for emc.rgency.
Several days later, be bad occasion to visit
Ned she idolized.
&lieving she only did this to tantalize him Custer Oity, end on his r eturn, did not reach
and draw him on, Ned paid no a ttention to his Deadwood until in the small hours of night.
rival. But, not so with the colonel, for as soon Turning his horse ouL to graze, at the lower
as he learned that Ned was paying attention to end of town, he started for bis own shanty.
When near tbe Dean shanty, he was horrified
Miss Dean, he stopped his youthful rival one
by stumbling over the body of a dead woman,
d.al in the street.
'See hyar, younkerl" he said, in a ferocious, who lay stretched out at one side of the st!\eet.
blustering way, that was a part of his nature, Bending over her and pulling a dagger from
"I hear you're tryin' to cut me out, over to her bosom, be made the startling dlSCo~ery that
it was Molly Dean!
Dean's." ,
She bad onl recently been killed, too. So
"You dof" Ned replied, inquiringly.
"Yas, Id~" the colonel responded import- great was Ned\i horror and astonishment, tbat
for several minu~s be co~d n~t move; then
~ntly: "an' l thought{l'd just advise you that
the ~und of rapidly approachmg footsteps
il' !.ou don't want to d e, you'd better quit!''
'Oh, my! you near)!, take my breath away, p.roused him to I\ full sense of bis situation.
Two men coming up bad already spied him.
dryly.
.:ibserved,
Ned
'
at the announcement,
If be suffered himself to be caught be knew
"I suppose/ou mean to insinuate tbat if I don't
step oat an let you st.ep in, you will teetotally Molly's murder would be charged to bim, an!J
there could be only one result-he would get a
annibibte m er'
"Exactly. I won't tolerate no one's meddling hasty trial, and be lynched by the people.
Dropping the knife, he ran swiftly down the
in my love affairs I"
"Guess you'll have to hoe your own row," 1treet, but be bad not gone far when a half
Ned declared. "I wasn't brought up in the a doz~n men sprung out in front of him, and
woods to be skeart by a skunk, and I've the although he fought them desperately be was
biggest kind of a notion that I shall court Molly finally overpowered, and triumphantly borne
off to the iufant city's temporary jail, and a
Dean as long as it snits my majesty'."
guard stationed on the outside to see that he did
"Cuss my boots I D'ye mean this, boyl"
not eseape until morning.
"You bet I do!" Ned BS!iured.
When all was quiet, Ned ·called the guard tfl
"Then I'll slap your mouth up to n paak,
young impudence!" and the brawny lover enter the jail and fetch him a drink of~er,
suited the action to the word, ere Ned could in the mP,8]) time having wriggled himseif out
of bis bonds. The man obeyed, when Ned
parry bis blow.
Ned was staggered by the heavy slap, but not sprung upon him, and dealt a blow that laid
"downed," by any means, and sprung ba<'k him out insensible.
Arming himself with the guard's weapons,
upon the colonel, and dealt him a right-hander
Ned tben rushed from tbe jail, and ten minutes
between the eyes, that dropped him.
Of course this created a sensation\ even in more was in his saddle, en route for Cheyenne,
sensational Deadwood, for the colone was one "a fugitive from justice."
Two daye law be entered the Wyoming
of the most important of the then "ieading
citizens," from the fact that be had a fing11r m. town only to be met with a crushing di&covery.
nearly every speculative pie.
Anita, who had some time before gone to an
That night when Ned went to the Deaa
shanty to call upon Miss Molly, the door was ltijoining town, to marry her lover, a man
1lamrned in his face, and that, too, in the pro- named Justin McKeDzie, had r eturned to
sence of 1everal persons, who chanced to be pas- Cheyenne, stating that McKenzie bad deserted
her because her brother was a murderer and
sing at the time.
rillain.
Inwardly vowing to let that be a lesson to
This nearly drove Ned wild, and imb1ttered
\tim to keep away from the female sex, thereafter Ned turned away in chagrin, and was liim still more, so that from a. brave, freeyouth he was turned 1Dto a stern,
tiearted
fok;d unmercifully by his acquaintances for
.
.
relent!eSil ma1!·
g-etting the mitten.
Ta~mg Amt~ with him, he fled once moni
The next morning, Colonel Calker was found
murdered in bis bed, and robbed of a large sum back mto the bills, but even here he was J?Ursued
of money he had been seen to have on-liis per· by .officers of the Jaw, who arrested him and
Amta.,and set ~mt for De!ldwood.
~
10n, the night previo
But ID the mght they were b"Jtod by a band
Suspicion at once attached to Ned, and he
of . masked road-agentst whom the. o~~n
waa visited by several inquisitive strangers
1tho he knew of course were detectives; but reS1.sted de~perately" ana succeP d~d m ~illtng
their ca_ptam, for which tb~y were 1mmed1ately
they failed to elicit any information from him.
He had a room-mate at bis shanty in the JJt>r- ly~cbed, but Ned and .Amta were take11 back
the outlaws to tberr rendezvous.
with
to
able
was
and
ton of a Methodist preacher
Here. t~ey were 1!:ept several d_ays, when they
proTe that he had not left bis house after dark,
were VlSlted one mgbt by tbe lieutenant of th1
'
on the night of the murder.
This wu probably all that saved 'h im from b~nd, wb? offered Ned the captamc;v, llt ~ht
of tll9 m.e.mbeH, who were pl.iliolllld ~
opin.ion
....... l7uobild. f~ t.he tide of public
~linn
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~ed promptly refused, as h had no wish t.o
lotain his name with any more bad repute.
Accordingly after promising not to betrar
those who 1l~ befriended him, he and Anita
were given their liberty, with the reminder
that the chance t.o assume the captaincy was
1till open to h.im, at any time he might be
forced to tly from the vengeance of the law.
From that time he dodged about through the
bills, a fugitive.
In a dozen places did he and Anita secrete
themselves, and stake out little claims, only to
be ferreted out by tU.e officen and for'1ed to
take to flight to save their lives.
Finally, it was no matter of wonder that the
hunted youth became reckless and reveng~ful,
and took measures to bafile the minions of the
law, who were so ready to raise hands against
him.
Little by little he gained notoriety as a lawdefter, whom it was not easy to take, until at
last he assumed the name of Deadwood Dick,
and hurled defiance in the faces of all who
\ought to molest him. Little by little he was
driven back into the hills until he had to seek
shelter in the road-agents' rendezvous, and
desperate and despairing, he accepted their
overtures to become their captain and rode a\
their head in maoy an exciting adventure.
It is not our purpose to rehearse these adventures, 1111 they already are in print.
But an incident may not be amiss, as illustrating how the young brave retali9.ted for the
coostant attempts that were made to crush him
out of existence, not alone by his Eastern foe,
but"l!w by the people:
Not many miles from the road-agents' rendezvous, as the crow flies, had sprung up a little mining-camp, known as Bullion City, whicll
in all boasted of not over fifty people, and they
ef the roughest class.
One day one of Dick's couriers came into
the retreat, with the announcement that plaeards had been posted up, all aropnd Bullion,
oft'.ering_flve hundred dollarsrewo.rdfor the ar,..... of Deadwood Dick.

The young captain smiled, ·and putting on ~
latest disguise-for he had many-he ordAJ"Bd
his horse.
Jost as the ~hades of evening bad gathered,
he rode into Bullion, dismounted, and entered
the only "hotel"
It was a rude dair, boasting of a bar and
~veral gaming tables, at which a few rougbl
were seated.
Leaping on top of a barrel, Dick held op to
view one of the reward placards, and drew a
plated six-shooter, from bis belt.
"Gents J" be cried, "can you tell me where
the chap is that offered this reward for the capture of Deadwood Dickt"
There was no answer, but one evil-looking
fellow attempted to dodge out~
Before he could do so, Dead wood Dick fired,
at1d the man dropped; then, without a word
the Prince of the Road took his departure; no
one offered to stop him.
·Only a few· weeks later, a grand descent WBI
made upon the haunt of the band, really led by
the two Filinores. lt quickly ended, however,
in their capture and their fate was what tbeJ
most richly deserved-rope-the limb or"a tre;i,
They alone, villainous bther and more Ti!lain
ous son-were hung; the rest of the assailants
were freed and sent away. ·
Although the outlawed New England boy
made himself an unenviable reputation during
bis Black Hills campaign, it iB pleasant to note
that in later years "Edward Harris by good
deeds and stern probity of character in lllODle
meuure atoned for his fa~nn ~
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i97 Buffalo B1ll's Buckskin Broth.-rhooo; or, Optm·
Ingraham.
ing Up a Lost Trail. By Col P. In;?ro.ham.
'1'10 Buffalo Bill Baffled; or, The Deserter Desperado's 956 Buffalo Bfil's Volunteer Vigilantes. By Col.
Prentiss Ingraham.
Defiance. By Col. P. Ingraham.
7!6 B'uftalo Bill's Scout Shadowers; or Emerald Ed 900 Buffalo Bill's Blue Belt Brigade. By Colonel
Prentiss IngrahA.m.
'f D8"'11 's Acre. By Col. P. Inerabam.
o Bill's Invincihles. By Col. Prentiss
f22 Buffalo Bill on the War-Path. By Col. Ingraham 1164 Buffal
In.gra.1ham.
.,,.
727 1<utfa10 Bill's Body·1rnard Hy Col. P. Ingraham, D69 Texas JacR, the Lasso· King; or,
The Rob781 Buffalo B1ll 's Beagles. By Col P. Ingraham.
ber Rangers of the Rio Grande. By B1.1ffalo
7'Jf> Buffalo Bill and Hfs Merry Men. By Col. P.
Blll.
Iogr1<ham.
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181. Buffalo Bill's Blind. Ry Col. P. Ipgraham.
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Prentiss Ingraham.
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Pra.vos. Bv Col. P. Ingraham.
Three. Ready Sept. 1.
7i50 b:lll'alo Bill's Big Four. By Col. P. Ineraham.
189 Buffalo Bill's Marked Bullet. By Col. P.
767 B .. ffalo Bill's Double; or, The Desperado Detec·
Ingraham. Ready Oct. 6.
tive. By Col. Prentis• Ingraham.
,
94 Buffalo Bill's Lone Hand. By Col. P. In..
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graham ...
No. ts. Bv Col. Prentiss Ingraham.
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graham.
Col Prentiss Ingraham,
The above DIME L'braries are For Sale bll
169 Ruffalo ~ill's Sweepstake. Ry Col. Ingraham.
"'13 Butralo Bill's Ban; or, Cody to the Rescue, By
,,,... jliE'\VSDE l 1<.l!:RS, t en cents per~
'Leon Lewis
. "t of nrlco<.
·.
177 Buffalo Bill's Spy~Shadower. By Col. Ingraham ~ ent by mail on '
781 Buffalo Bill's Brand. By Co P. Ingraham ;::
1i'Z Bd&a. :Sill'a Dead Sbot. BF CIQ1. Prent- _.
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bt1y One and You Will Buy the Rest I

htrncts from the Neu \ ' ot•k Eveuluir S un.

T\\' O
Jn only one sense

ot

ICRlUA ICKA.Ul.I<:

llhe word can tt be regarded a1.1 a

aove l suaemPut whe11 the tact Is here recorded thu.t ltcera.

&ure haR ,:ch·en many hero ... s to the world, Krnl perhaps

more than one readt'r will l1H.ve to thluk a moment ovt-r
'bla remark hetore the suhtle dellcacy ot Its g~nlal wit

1&rlke1 home.

But It ts most essentially a half dime novel statement
U.at ,,. Ill be news to mau.v when It la added that liter&·
\ure)-Jl-E"aced from the dimly distant dayA when Adam

mere child down to the present day, would show
ew heroes that In the eyes of hoyhood would be
udged worthy of co m parison with the two g reaten
known to American literature, or, to promptly re•eal them, Deadwoo<t Dick and Deadwood Dick, Jr.
• • • The modern heroes o f ncrlon ror young America,
•bo are uow as countleas aa the aanda or the sea, and o f
wbom th e Deadwood Dic ks are much the most Im portant
• • • It Is but natural that their • • • should bear
away the palm of poµularlty, and such aa • • • be left
lar behind In the race.
b ean be easily believed, thereto.,.,, that the two Dicke
f!! IO ftrmly engrafted Q.n the tree of popular llterature
.-;. bo71 and young melt, that their posltlou 111 &Hured
• • and that they stand t<Htay head and 1houldera

11 l •: ICOES.

above a ll rlvals In rhe e,·ea or the public tor which tbe1
htt.Yf' lived, a1HI fur which oue of fhem has died.
Amerlca11 hoJhornt, Knd Uutt IR a trPrnemtoua factor tn
Ult' laud, nu" k111H' R Dtotulwood Dic k, Jr., a fCOOct heal bet-1er than It knows Ira carechlsrn, ttlld 11111110118 of young
minds H.ll~orlJ tll~ thrilli ng l11c1<1e11te of his ca reer In hl1
everluRtlll!l wHrfare agat11st crime and hill never-endlna
solvlug of tmpenetrahle mysteries.
MllliollR ur ho.vs tollow hie Rtealthy rootetepe 8.8 he track•
his vlctoua victims to their undoing, and then, when thfl
\•lctlms are thoroughly undone, the mllllons wait hungrlh
t o r the next volume, which on eve ry Wednesday appea1".
with the certainty of the Wedneeday ttselt, and a new le•
or delightful thrills go thrilling away from Maine to Call·
torn la.
There are the volumes each eo crowded with thrlll1 and
heart-tugs that It were madness to hope to do ju1tlce to
them collectively and raHk Injustice to dlacrtmluate between them.
To abandon the Idea or giving a tew extracts can1e1 In•
ftnlte pain, but It once a start were made In that dlreotlon , It would be cruel to 1'he Evening Sun's reader• to
stop. and It IR the refore better uot r.o relate one 1tn1le
adventure. Sumce It to 1ay that the etorle1 are clean aod
well written.
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